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Abstract 
 
CRQVWUXcWiYiVP iQ IQWeUQaWiRQaO ReOaWiRQV¶ WheRU\ gUaSSOeV ZiWh bURadeU WhePeV affecWiQg hRZ 
cRXQWU\¶V PaNe deciViRQV aQd UeOaWe WR each RWheU. IQ WhiV WheRU\ RQe Rf Whe OaUgeVW caWegRUieV aOVR 
haSSeQV WR be aPRQg Whe OeaVW XQdeUVWRRd: a QaWiRQ¶V ideQWiW\. Hopf and Allan, in Making 
Identity Count, cUeaWed a fUaPeZRUN fRU VWXd\iQg a cRXQWU\¶V ideQWiW\ aV RbjecWiYeO\ aV SRVVibOe 
through both quantitative and qualitative research. They have yet to apply their methodology to 
less understood regions of the world, from an American perspective. This paper adapts their 
framework to study Moroccan identity in the years 1979 through 1990. To accomplish this, I 
analyze primary sources from each year to construct a map of how Moroccans described 
themselves and their nation in these years. By examining such sources as novels, films, speeches, 
songs, and newspapers, I create an identity map demonstrating the identities Moroccans 
perceived of themselves in these years. These conclusions can also be analyzed from the 
beginning of the decade to the end to see the largest changes. The identities discovered through 
discourse analysis are compared with U.S. Intelligence briefings of the time to analyze the how 
close they were to aligning with conclusions from this study. By examining a period of immense 
change in a region less understood by the world, I hope to improve upon the Hopf and Allan 
(2016) methodology. Conclusions imbue themselves to future research and the importance of 
understanding the mass perspective and identity in government policy.  
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 2 
Introduction  
 A deeper understanding of state identity is critical to International Relations theory and 
foUeign Solic\ deciVion making. ConVWUXcWiYiVm in InWeUnaWional RelaWionV¶ WheoU\ gUaSSleV ZiWh 
broader themes affecting how countries make decisions and relate to each other. In this theory 
one of the laUgeVW caWegoUieV alVo haSSenV Wo be among Whe leaVW XndeUVWood: a naWion¶V idenWiW\. 
Hopf and Allan, in Making Identity Count1, cUeaWe a fUameZoUk foU VWXd\ing a coXnWU\¶V idenWiW\ 
as objectively as possible through both quantitative and qualitative research. While they are 
making great inroads in creating a database of national identity for different powers across 
different centuries, they have yet to apply their methodology to regions of the world the United 
States understands least. Major powers such as the U.S., Russia, China, and the U.K. have been 
analyzed but little work exists to understand the national constructions of identity in the Middle 
East and North Africa. This paper will test their framework and adapt it to determine the 
feasibility of coming to conclusions about Moroccan identity in the years 1980-1990. 
In order to construct an identity map of Morocco in the 1980s, primary sources will be 
examined using discourse analysis. Identity maps combine the found data to create a snapshot, or 
topography, of what identity looked like in a time period in that country. Identifying how 
Moroccans described themselves and their nation in these years will be central to this conception 
of Moroccan identity. By examining such sources as novels, films, speeches, songs, and 
newspapers, an identity map will be created demonstrating the identities Moroccans most 
referenced during the decade. The period from the early to late 1980s is particularly interesting to 
examine due to the changes taking place in the country at this time. On one hand, Morocco was 
realigning strategically with the United States and the World Bank, while at the same time the 
 
1 Hopf, T. and Allan, B. (2016). Making Identity Count.  
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government increased human rights abuses and the country experienced a severe recession. By 
comparing and contrasting the beginning of the decade to the end as well as combining the data 
to look at the decade as a whole, this research will provide an examination of the changes and 
continuities in Moroccan identity at this time period.  
After constructing an identity map of Morocco during this time period and analyzing and 
explaining these identity categories, these results will be examined in three different ways. First, 
fUom a foUeign Solic\ VWandSoinW, WhiV SaSeU Zill anal\]e ZheWheU oU noW Whe UniWed SWaWeV¶ 
intelligence community was correct in its analysis of Moroccan identity in the 1980s. Secondly, 
Moroccan identity will be compared to Moroccan policy actions during this time period to 
examine whether or not policy and identity were aligned. Finally, this paper will analyze the 
effecWiYeneVV of HoSf and Allan¶V meWhodolog\ in Whe conWe[W of a neZ Uegion noW SUeYioXVl\ 
studied. This paper will adapt and critiques this approach in order to contribute to a broader 
understanding of national identity for future studies and comparisons across countries.  
Why Identity:  
 Foreign and domestic policy of international actors is linked to the identity of that 
country. How the people and leaders of a state view themselves and the world impacts their 
actions on a day-to-day basis. Literature to be explored below link identity with actions and 
reality with identity. A country is both shaping and shaped by the world around it. Studying 
identity is helpful for International Relations as it allows for a deeper understanding of actions 
and responses. For example, Sheehi (2004)2 argues that Arab writings in the late 19th century 
provide a glimpse into a new Arab identity. These roots of modernity are exhibited in the texts 
and how Arabs describe their own culture. Sheehi also found that their identity created the 
 
2 Sheehi, S. (2004). Foundations of modern Arab identity / Stephen Sheehi. Gainesville: University Press of Florida. 
 
 
 4 
background for how nations and people would confront colonialism, expanding capitalism, and 
state formation going into the 20th century. A deeper understanding and exploration of identity 
provides a better analysis for historical examination as well as both present and future 
predictions of how states will act.  
Why Morocco: 
 Hopf and Allan have used their framework of measuring identity across nations and 
across decades. They have examined dominating powers and crucial historical periods. However, 
their framework has not been extended to the Middle East and North Africa. Little has been done 
to understand a perspective the United States often believes to be very different. Morocco proves 
to be an interesting test of the Hopf and Allan methodology and theory of identity as it brings its 
own challenges and assumptions. In examining Middle Eastern countries, Morocco was chosen 
for its dramatic shifts during the early 1980s. The country changed politically, economically, and 
socially during this time period. Further, more information is available for this time period in 
Morocco, allowing for a more thorough examination. Findings from Morocco will not be 
expanded to describe the entire Middle East and North Africa region, but it will allow for an 
example from this time period and area to allow for further studies to be done. It is important to 
incUeaVe oXU XndeUVWanding of hoZ VhifWing idenWiW\ coUUelaWeV ZiWh a coXnWU\¶V deViUe Wo engage 
economically and internationally.  
Why the 1980s:  
 The 1980s marked a noticeable change in Moroccan foreign and economic policy. As 
world dynamics were shifting from the once bipolar nature of the Cold War, countries sought to 
realign themselves. In Morocco, 1980 brought with it a noticeable economic strain on the 
population. Beginning in the late 1970s, Morocco received billions of dollars in aid from the 
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IMF. With dwindling state funding and investment, social safety networks were also failing in 
the country. As described previously, debt for everyday Moroccans climbed drastically between 
1980 to 1985. Multiple restructuring attempts and austerity programs were attempted within the 
country, potentially most notably the 1983 IMF Austerity Program.  
 Further, Morocco was examining its role in the region during the early 1980s. In 1982, 
King Hassan II and the Algerian president began to thaw relations. Morocco decidedly aligned 
itself against the Soviet Union. It was also at this time that relations between the United States 
and Morocco improved strategically and economically. The US-Morocco Joint Committee on 
Economic Relations was established in 1982. Because of these economic and relationship 
changes. The 1980s will be interesting to analyze. In this time period was there a desire by the 
people to become more global? Did the economic pressure alter how the people saw themselves? 
Is there a correlation between willingness to work with the once hated Americans and identity 
change within the country? Did their identity change at all or did they cling to the same identity 
even more intensely? These questions drive the desire to understand changes and continuities of 
Moroccan identity in this time period. 
Background Information: Morocco in the 1980s 
Overview:  
The 1980s in Morocco marked a time of social, economic, and political change. While 
the government was posturing to align with the United States for security and economic reasons, 
much of the public was becoming economically disillusioned. Islam played an important role in 
society and the duality of Modern Islam at once united society but also hampered efforts to 
structurally modernize. After economic investment and restructuring in 1983, 1985 represented a 
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year where top down liberalism and economic reform was not reaching the entire population and 
people.  
Government Structure:  
 Since the beginning of the 17th century, Morocco has been a monarchy ruled by members 
of the Alaouite dynasty. The royal family claims direct descent from the Prophet Muhammad 
and his daughter Fatima. Since independence in 1956, Morocco has officially been a 
parliamentary constitutional democracy, however in reality it is an authoritarian state. The sultan, 
Mohammed V, after a post-independent power struggle in 1956s officially changed his title to 
³King.´ After, he wielded great economic and political influence within the country. Mohammed 
V¶V Von, King HaVVan II, was on the throne in the 1980s. He also maintained a façade of a 
constitutional monarchy but was very much in charge. Parliament and political parties were all 
but eradicated and reduced to minimal supportive roles. There were also severe constraints on 
the media. The legal system did not provide much support to liberties, either. According to 
Fanack (2015), ³This was essentially the system adopted in the first Moroccan Constitution of 
1962, bXW Whe PaUliamenW ZaV UedXced Wo a Vingle chambeU foU moVW of Whe 1970V and 1980V.´3 
The legal system in Morocco, because of its history, is a dual legal system based on French Civil 
Code and Islamic Law. Civil legislation is based on the French system and relates to commercial, 
criminal, and economic law. Islamic Law is the structure for the law governing personal and 
familial law; it is codified in the Mudawana.4 
Politics: 
 In Morocco, due to its government structure, political life found its center in the king. 
AccoUding Wo John EnWeliV, ³MonaUchical cXlWXUe haV fXVed boWh UeligioXV aXWhoUiW\ and SoliWical 
 
3 Fanack, 2015. 
4 Ibid.  
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legiWimac\.´5 The politics therefore are controlled by the King and this legitimacy is taken by 
invoking Islam, the long Alaouite rule, and Arabism. Hassan II in the 1980s began calling for 
rationalism, modern leadership, and technological increases. Engelis argues that the monarchy 
played and continues to play multiple roles in culture and society. While trying to maintain 
cultural history and synthesis, Hassan II also has attempted to modernize, largely due to his 
insecurity without the support of the people and the world.6  
While attempting to control the political parties, after military coups in the 1970s, Hassan 
II also learned that the military was not enough to support his regime.7 He therefore began to 
recreate a political system at the end of the 1970s and allowed parties to return to the legislature 
with the rallying cry of national integrity. Because the war in the Saharan was going poorly, the 
legislature was extended until 1984 with the existing parties and without an election. The 
prominent parties that existed represented a broad spectrum of political thoughW: ³Whe UighW and 
left wings of  the  nationalist  movement  (the  Istiqlal  Party  and  the  Socialist Union  of 
Popular  Forces  [U.S.F.P.]),  two  factions  of the  Berber Party  (Popular  Movement),  and  
certain  politician-technicians among the king¶V men (elecWed aV indeSendenWV bXW Voon Wo foUm a 
NaWional  IndeSendenWV¶ Rall\  [R.N.I.]).´8 In 1985, the party system was strong, as was the 
monarchy, and the two coexisted. Because of the broad spectrum of parties, every interest group 
within Morocco was able to find their home in the political system.9 The king also served as the 
Commander of the Faithful (Amir Al Mouminine) which bridged the faithful into the state.10  
 
5 Pg. 3, Entelis, 1996. 
6 Ibid.  
7 Pg. 29, Zartmna, 1985. 
8 P. 29, Zartmna, 1985. 
9 Barakat. 2016. 
10 Moroccan Embassy. (n.d.).  
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Morocco was involved politically in the international sphere, as well. In 1982, King 
Hassan II and the Algerian president met at a summit to begin to thaw relations between the two 
nations. Also, in 1983, planned elections were canceled in Morocco due to political unrest and an 
economic crisis. It was at this point that Morocco also began working more closely with the 
United States and World Bank, as a means of pulling the country out of economic insecurity. In 
1984, MoUocco lefW Whe OUgani]aWion of AfUican UniW\ Wo SUoWeVW Whe SADR¶V admiVVion. 
Polisario from the Western Sahara claimed to have killed more than 5,000 Moroccan soldiers 
between 1982-1985.11  
Economy:  
 The economy was close to collapsing in the early 1980s due to mounting foreign debt, a 
drastic decline in world phosphate prices, and recommendations from the International Monetary 
Fund and World Bank to employ austerity programs. The U.S. Embassy in Rabat guessed that 
Morocco would face the most serious economic crisis since independence. The United States 
also believed that Morocco overvalued the relationship between the two countries and that 
people would become disillusioned.12 Because the Moroccan regime employed economic policy 
for political purposes, the makhzen (treasury) was the center of economic and government 
failure. The World Bank had been working ZiWh MoUocco Wo UedXce Whe coXnWU\¶V debW ZiWh liWWle 
success. There were also two stabilization plans attempted with the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), which both failed before 1983. Development assistance doubled from roughly $20 
million each year in the 1970s to over $40 million per year in the 1980s.13  
 
11 BBC News, 2018. 
12 Morocco and the United States: Strategic Cooperation After Three Years, Morocco and the United States: 
Strategic Cooperation After Three Years. 1984. 
13 Coupe, 1997. 
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The economic decline in the early 1980s was in large part due to the declining phosphate 
revenue. The revenues from phosphate had allowed immense state investment but they also 
sharply funded civil service employment and consumer food-subsidy programs. Thus, debt 
climbed as a percentage of GDP from 20.24 percent in 1975 to 134.7 percent in 1985.14 Further, 
IMF and World Bank efforts to overcome economic difficulties were ineffective because they 
also lacked the social aspects of reform. Morocco had a strong implicit social contract with its 
people, and this included free health care and education, subsidized food and utilities, and 
guaranteed jobs in this overextended public sector. This was in part what guaranteed loyalty to 
the political regimes. IMF reform in 1983 actually weakened the state of the average Moroccan 
because part of the austerity program was the rollback of public spending. Moroccans did not see 
an increase in their real wage and the social programs offered to them by the government no 
longer supported their livelihood, thus they faced severe economic insecurity.15 
State of Media:  
 In the 1980s, Moroccan media felt the effects of direct censorship. After 1956 
independence, the press was molded by its attachment to the political parties and monarchy. 
Information from government sources was unreliable and closely monitored. During the 1980s, 
despite extreme censorship of official news and media, there was also a sub-culture of dissent 
readily available in cultural and intellectual publications. Magazines and newspapers began to 
play a large role in national debate. Further, because of international pressure and a more liberal 
economy in Morocco, political leaders began to realize the necessity of progressing towards 
³libeUal modeUniW\.´16 The Moroccan King and legislature began to acknowledge that to survive 
 
14 p. 118, Horton, 1990.   
15 El-Said and Harrigan. 2014. 
16 p. 388. Benchenna, A., Ksikes, D., & Marchetti, D. 2017.  
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in an increasingly liberal world, the country must at least appear to progress liberally. Thus, 
media censure decreased beginning in 1985.  
Social Trends:  
 Within the country, Morocco represents a vastly different population and a people feeling 
the constant pull of east and west, tradition and liberalization. Because of a weakening social 
policy and safety net protecting the most vulnerable, economic insecurity also directly affected 
the populace. The stabilization policies of the mid-1980s left a poor class hit by subsidy 
reduction and increased living costs. While overall numbers of unemployment are not reliable, 
indicators such as a large decline in the primary school enrollment rate, high illiteracy rate, and 
rapid rural-urban migration hint toward a struggling people.17 Further societal influences  include 
the extrajudicial killings that became rampant from independence until almost 2000 in Morocco, 
conVideUed Whe ³black \eaUV.´18 Another factor in analyzing Moroccan society is the fact that 
many tribes were very distant from the rest of the Moroccan people. Some tribes were more 
focused on their disagreements and patron saints than the monarchy and world trends.19  
 Understanding Moroccan society cannot come without analyzing the role Islam played in 
1985. Hagopian (1963) provides a good explanation of the duality of Islam in society:  
³Toda\ IVlam Sla\V a dXal Uole: (1) iW SUoYideV a basis for continued unity of the 
major human elements of Morocco through loyalty to the Iman (Arabic, religious 
title of the King); and because it plays this role, it is also drawn upon for (2) 
providing legitimacy to the developing universal structure which will hopefully 
create and maintain the type of horizontal and vertical relations necessary to foster 
a Vingle VocieW\ in MoUocco.´20 
 
17 El-Said, H., & Harrigan, J. 2014.  
18 Wilcox, Luke. 2009. 
19 Marcus, 1985. 
20 P. 80. Hagopian, 1963. 
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Islam, on one hand brought people together and imbued legitimacy in the monarchical rule and 
on the other hand divided those hoping Morocco would modernize and move past traditional 
Islamic values. There was an increase in secular attitudes in the mid-1980s because of 
globalization. The country and government attempted to live in a modern Islamic society with 
liberalization and tradition intertwined. There were roadblocks which neutralized some efforts to 
develop the structure of a more modern society.21 
U.S.-Moroccan Relations: 
 After tense relations between the United States and Morocco after independence, the 
1980s marked a shift in this dynamic. As the U.S. became more interested in gaining a foothold 
and strategic partners in the region, Morocco sought economic relationships with countries or 
organizations around the world. Therefore, strategic cooperation between King Hassan II and 
U.S. leaders on global and regional problems began. CIA believed that the Moroccan people and 
King had unrealistic expectations of the benefits that would come from a closer relationship to 
Washington. American interests in the region included MoUocco¶V VWUaWegic locaWion and VWUengWh 
against the Soviets. Morocco was also of economic importance to the west because it possessed 
70% of Whe ZoUld¶V ShoVShaWe Uock. MoUocco¶V chief SoliWical and VWUaWegic conceUn in Whe Uegion 
was Algeria as the main rival in their primacy bid for the Maghreb. US-Morocco Joint 
Committee on Economic Relations was established in 1982.22 A new six-year agreement was 
signed in 1982 as well, allowing the U.S. to access Moroccan military facilities.23 American 
 
21 Hagopian, 1963. 
22 Morocco and the United States: Strategic Cooperation After Three Years, Morocco and the United States: 
Strategic Cooperation After Three Years, 1984. 
23 BUREAU OF NEAR EASTERN AFFAIRS. 2019. 
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VWUaWegic inWeUeVWV led Wo deYeloSmenW aid XVed Wo enWice King HaVVan in Whe 1980¶V, and boWh 
countries were hopeful that the relationship would flourish.24 
Literature Review 
 
 Constructivism in International Relations has established since the important works of 
Nicholas Onuf (1989) Alexander Wendt (1996, 1999) that the international system is driven by 
more than simply the distribution of power. In actuality, the system largely depends on the 
distribution of identities.25 In the international system, how states understand themselves and 
others plays an integral role in the patterns of cooperation and conflict that arise. Constructivism 
has built upon and filled many of the gaps left by other theories of International Relations. There 
have been significant inroads in studying identity, but the specific problem of measuring the 
causal impact of identity has been very difficult. This thesis aims to construct and analyze the 
identities of a country often overlooked in world power dynamics, Morocco.  
This literature review will proceed to demonstrate the existing knowledge about 
international relations theory and political dynamics, theories of personal and national identity, 
and the existing knowledge of trends and information within Morocco. Through a deeper 
understanding of the importance of understanding identity and the role that it plays in 
international politics, I will proceed to fill gaps in existing knowledge about Moroccan identity 
and argue that identity is important to consider for American foreign policy. Arguments of the 
importance of identity are found in the literature, but this paper seeks to fill the gap in studying 
applied theories of identity in this country.  
 
 
24 Coupe, 1997.  
25 Wendt, 1999. 
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Theories of Identity  
 This study will be focusing on a constructivist view of identity. Constructivists in 
International Relations view identity with an emphasis on ideas, discourse, and narratives: what 
make a state unique. Psychology and Sociology also often examine identity and its formation. 
Social identity theory is primarily how psychology examines identity.26 Tajfel¶V (1979) Vocial 
identity theory postures that people create in-group and out-group biases, which form how they 
identify. These groups are a source of pride and foster a sense of belonging. This them and us 
mentality helps is also found on a national scale.27 Social identity theory will not be the focus of 
how theory is examined in this paper but does impact a VWaWe¶V idenWiW\ foUmaWion aV Zell. When a 
state compares itself to a significant other, this embodies social identity theory and demonstrates 
a stronger identity as examined through the constructivist theory. The structural constructivist 
approach of this paper will focus less on in-group and out-group identity but more on the shared 
sense of collective information and identification highlighted in a constructivist view of identity.  
Constructivism and the Role of Identity 
Neorealism claims that states balance against power, with the exception of 
bandwagoning.28 The Cold War challenged existing realism theories of international relations. 
Scholars began turning to new explanation for poZeU d\namicV, VXch aV WalW¶V balance of WhUeaW 
theory.29 Walt was also one of the first International Relations scholars to introduce a subjective 
variable: perceived threats. While he never built on this variable, it is the importance of 
perception that lends itself directly to constructivist research today. Constructivists began to 
 
26 Mcleod, S. (2019, October 24). Social Identity Theory. 
27 Tajfel, H., Turner, J. C., Austin, W. G., & Worchel, S. (1979). An integrative theory of intergroup 
conflict. Organizational identity: A reader, 56-65. 
28 Waltz, 1979. 
29 Walt, 1985. 
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interpret these conceptions as identity relations. Rather than following the logic of consequences 
outlined by March and Olsen (1998),30 constructivist literature adds three logics a state might 
follow in relation to their identity. The first is the logic of appropriateness, what is consistent 
with their identities. The second is the logic of affect. In which states make decisions with 
regards to how other states might emotionally react to their actions (Ross 2006). Finally, they 
may make decisions based off of the logic of habit. This is based off of internalized identity 
indicators.31 These logics may contradict material interest but are still made because of identity. 
This literature establishes the importance of constructivism and identity in understanding a 
VWaWe¶V acWionV.  
 With the establishment of identity as an important indicator for international actions, 
further literature expounds on the empirical proof of the importance of identity. Adler and 
Barnett (1998) demonstrate that security communities, particularly in Europe, are able to develop 
in world politics because of collective identities. European identities are central to the 
understanding of identity, given that other regions of the world have less completed research. 
RiVVe (2010) foXnd WhaW Whe VWUongeU a VWaWe¶V EXUoSean idenWiW\, Whe moUe iW ZaV connecWed Wo Whe 
European Union and invested in its success.32 Indeed, a failure to understand Russian and even 
Ottoman identities lead to the ostracization of these countries from the Western Sphere.33 
Another trap some theory falls into is the assumption that individual decision makers could be 
more responsible for decisions on the world stage than factors like identity. This  assumption 
ignores the process of decision making and consideration of home effects. It also individualizes 
 
30 March and Olsen, 1998. 
31 Hopf, 2010.  
32 Risse, 2010.  
33 Neuman and Welch, 2010.  
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decision makers; the discourse of national identity is a much larger explanatory factor in actions 
of any one individual.34 
 With the establiVhmenW of idenWiW\¶V Slace in Whe WheoUieV of InWeUnaWional RelaWionV, iW iV 
SUXdenW Wo e[SloUe and define idenWiW\ and iWV foUmaWion. AW Whe moVW baVic leYel, ³an idenWiW\ iV 
hoZ one XndeUVWandV oneVelf in UelaWionVhiS Wo anoWheU.´35 Past literature has made leaps to 
empirically explain identity, which are incomplete and misleading. One such mistake is reducing 
identity and culture to religious alignment. Henderson (1997) empirically tried to explain the 
causes of war between states by objectively assigning religion to culture and language to 
ethnicity. Human capital and cultural values have also been used to explain military advantages 
by reducing culture to religious affiliations.36 Laitin (1998) goes so far as to reduce identity to 
language, but also admits himself that while it is easy, it is grossly incomplete.  
 Identity is far from as simple as language or religion, but for the purposes of this paper, 
cannot be so complicated as Wo inclXde eYeU\ defining momenW in a SeUVon¶V life. HoZeYeU, iW iV 
important to understand more in-depth identity formation as a basis for an analysis of the 
indicators to be used in this thesis. In a philosophical view of identity, Williams (1989) reminds 
XV WhaW a SaUado[ of idenWiW\ e[iVWV. ³IdenWiW\ SUoSoViWionV Veem eiWheU Wo VWaWe WUiYiall\ WhaW 
VomeWhing iV Whe Vame aV iWVelf, oU Wo VWaWe falVel\ WhaW one Whing iV Whe Vame aV anoWheU.´37 
MacInW\Ue (1988) eTXaWeV idenWiW\ Wo a ³XniW\ of life´ foUmXlated through a coherent life story. 
An idea of a life story and narrative is also furthered by sociologist Anthony Giddens.38 He 
explains that one defines a narrative internally that informs how they see themselves. Just as 
 
34 Pg. 11, Hopf and Allan, 2016.  
35 Pg. 5, Hopf and Allan, 2016.  
36 Biddle and Long, 2004. 
37 Pg. xiii, Williams, 1989.  
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stories are subjective and a self-narrative shift to accommodate the circumstances and needs of 
the individual, Lebow (2012) argues that international identity and narrative is fluid. People and 
units have a strong need for a continuous identity and thus convince themselves that they possess 
one, changing their history to match this.39 Part of this narrative construction is due to the 
psychological bias in what is remembered.40 Therefore self-identity is self-constructed, never 
unbiased, and often subjective to change.  
Beyond the self, extensive literature attributes an identity to states and groups of people. 
LeboZ deVcUibeV a ³Vocial Velf,´41 that roots identity in social and cultural contexts. While some 
SoVWmodeUn VcholaUV Wend Wo SXW moUe emShaViV on Whe VocieW\¶V imSacW on idenWiW\42 others such 
aV MiáoV] (1959) conWend WhaW iW iV indiYidXal agenc\ WhaW in WXUn imSacWV a VocieW\¶V idenWiW\.43 
Whether a singular person defines the identity of a state or the other way around, there is little 
argument that national identity exists. Part of the relationship between a state and individual 
identity, Bourdieu argues, is that a state becomes entrenched in our innermost selves and 
identity. It does so by influencing our language, lives, laws, and identities, and perceptions.44 
Therefore, in ordeU Wo XndeUVWand Whe acWionV of anoWheU SeoSle, ³Ze mXVW UeconVWUXcW Whe ZoUld 
WhUoXgh Whe e\eV of acWoUV Wo XndeUVWand WheiU behaYioU´45 While the existence of a national 
identity is rarely disputed, its usefulness in understanding International Relations is. Lebow 
(2016) reminds that identity is too complex to directly link to behavior. In fact, he contends that 
leaders are more likely to invoke nationality and identity as reason for policy rather than as an 
influence behind that policy? . In response , Hopf and Allan argue that there is no empirical way 
 
39 Pg. 25, Lebow, 2012.  
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in International Relations to understand the complex psychological formation of decision 
making. However, identity can still be a good measure and provide predicative explanation for a 
VWaWe¶V acWionV aW any given time.46 WhiV SaSeU Zill bXild off of  Whe eVWabliVhed UealiW\ of VWaWe¶V 
identity.  
Conceptualizing State Identity 
For the purposes of this paper, national identity shall be defined as a compilation of 
categories that define the nation and what it means to be a member of a nation. As established by 
previous literature, individuals will draw on the shared knowledge and collective identity of their 
society. Literature also argues that they have an impact on their society as well.47 Abdelal et al. 
(2009) provides definitions of social identities that are informative for future literature. 
Constitutive norms, they argue, refer to the formal and informal rules that define membership in 
a group. Purposes of groups and relations to other groups are also important definition for 
identities. Finally, cognitive models refer to the worldview that is shaped by that identity.48 Most 
VcholaUV agUee WhaW SeUVonal idenWiWieV define ³ZhaW I am and hoZ I am Uecogni]ed´ in UelaWion Wo 
other people.49 Social Psychology also argues that when a an individual joins a group, their 
identity shifts from a personal to a group level.50 There is ample social psychology research to 
demonVWUaWe Whe ³SoZeU and SeUViVWence of in-gUoXS idenWiW\.´51  
Identity also plays an important role in perception, making it an important tool in 
understanding the perspective of another state. In the specific case of the Middle East and 
Morocco, there is extensive research linking innate identity and perception formation. For 
 
46 Hopf and Allan, 2016. 
47 Lebow 2012. 
48 Pg. 19, Abdelal et al. 2009.  
49 Pg. 64, Connolly, 1991.  
50 Hewstone and Cairns, 2001.  
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example, Nisbet and Meyers (2011) find that political identities of Arabs are schemas that 
greatly influence how they perceive information about the United States. They argue that 
identities help to define the self and the other. Civilization identity is increasingly important. 
Because of communications and technology, existing identities will become dominant and 
become the new political dividing lines and sources of conflict. Huntington (1993) predicted 
much of the political alignment seen today in the Middle East due to identity. This identity 
alignment also can be an explanation for recent pivots away from the United States since 9/11 as 
many in the Middle East identify against Americanism.52 
A further impactor of both identity and perception to be considered when analyzing a 
coXnWU\¶V SoViWion iV Whe infoUmaWion enYiUonmenW. In Whe Middle EaVW, a highl\ negaWiYe 
information environment, some argue, has contributed to a lot of the existing anti-American 
sentiment as has the model of opinion formation.53 Importantly, this information and perception 
forming goes both ways. This thesis seeks to correct the bias of assumption that some foreign 
policy officials make about other populations. Assumed understanding of perception and country 
response can lead to failure to adjust policy. Further, information coming from these countries is 
also often biased. Extensive literature links the Western perspective to gatekeepers that decide 
which information comes from the Middle East and how it is broadcasted.54 In countries with 
repressive media Solic\, iW becomeV haUd Wo idenWif\ Whe aYeUage ciWi]en¶V SeUVSecWiYe bXW alVo 
informs their identity as the information received is limited. In fact, in some countries such as 
Iran, the state uses the media to impact image, identity, and perception.55 Bruno (2018) also 
argues that media impacts and creates a collective identity. There is also a lack of non-western 
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twenty-first century research on how social media and online political movements are impacting 
identity.56 A deeper understanding of the effects of social media and twenty-first century 
technology is a future question to be considered. This paper seeks to first provide a deeper 
historical background to these identities.  
 Besides media, research has identified other factors contributing to identity formation. 
One important factor is gender and opinions about gender. Asal et. All (2013) found that gender 
policies and ideologies are indeed powerful predictors of the level of violence and stability in 
society and an organization. Their research was conducted to understand why political 
organizations engaging in contentious politics choose to employ violent tactics, nonviolent 
WacWicV, oU a mi[WXUe of boWh. TheiU findingV conclXded WhaW an oUgani]aWion¶V SeUVSecWiYe on 
gender will have an important effect on its contentious behavior. If an organization identified 
with gender inclusivity, they are more likely to be peaceful. This did not necessarily correlate 
with female involvement, but perspectives on gender inclusivity are important. There was a high 
infant mortality rate in Morocco (73.3/00), only 25% of women received prenatal care from 
medics. In 1980, women had on average 4.6 children in their lifetime. These statistics all impact 
identity, as proven by Bowen (1998). He aUgXeV WhaW WheVe VWaWiVWicV imSacW a Zoman¶V acceVV Wo 
education and changes their station in life, thus affecting their identity.  
 Beyond gender identification, population trends and generation membership have also 
proven to be important impactors of identity. Shediac et al. (2013) found that generational 
differences are becoming increasingly distinct because each Arab generation is experiencing 
vastly different events. As of 2013, the generational breakdowns they presented included the 
Arab National Generation, aged 49-65, the Arab Regional Generation, aged 36 to 48, and the 
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Arab Digital Generation, aged 15 to 35. Importantly, all generations were united in an identity of 
core values, namely: hospitality, generosity, and dignity.57 The new generation in the modern 
Middle East has become increasingly innovative with technology and social media, impacting 
their identity. Millennials are on average more educated, urban and technologically advanced 
than their elders.58 Finally, it is important to note that between 1950 and 2000 the population 
increased by 28%. In the Middle East and North Africa, the population increased 3.7 times more 
than any other major world region. Some impacts of this population trend include a large young 
population, little female participation in the workforce, and a high unemployment rate. In fact, 
³Economic deSendenc\²the ratio of the economically inactive to economically active 
population²iV Whe higheVW in Whe ZoUld´59 (3) 
 For the purposes of this thesis, national identity must be defined. Drawing from the above 
literature and especially from the works of Hopf and Allan (2016), I will define national identity 
as the combination of categories, which are important in understanding the nation and what it 
means to be a part of that nation. National identities are constructed collectively through national 
discourse and are both impacted by and shape individuals within that society. This relies on the 
social knowledge that is employed to create a personal identity. When placed in a group, one 
starts to identify and form relations with others through that group, which will be important to 
this study.60 Therefore, examination of discourse and perception within a country lends itself to 
understanding the collective identity of a nation. Each individual is a part of this social 
knowledge and both is affected by and contributes to it, thus even leaders are impacted by 
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national identity.61 Because national identity impacts habits and decisions at the top level, it is 
important in framing actions in international relations. This understanding of identity and the 
social knowledge will be studied in this thesis.  
US Presence in the Middle East   
In order to understand the United States perspective in the 1980s and whether or not an 
understanding of identity improves policy, it is pertinent to review U.S. involvement during this 
period. Before 1980, there was limited U.S. presence in the Middle East.62 The Wilson 
administration declined to share in the spoils of the Ottoman empire and little beyond economic 
and informational gameV ZeUe indXlged in XnWil CaUWeU¶V adminiVWUaWion.63 The U.S. has had a 
naYal baVe in BahUain Vince 1958. DXUing CaUWeU¶V adminiVWUaWion Whe IVlamic ReSXblic ZaV 
established after the Iranian Islamic Revolution in 1979 and the U.S. would be involved from 
that point on. Following the Iranian hostage crisis and the Iran-Contra Affair, both Reagan and 
Carter failed to handle the situation in a way that the American public approved of.  
The most troops to be deployed in the Middle East were more than half of a million 
during Operation Desert Storm under George H.W. Bush in an effort to expel Iraq invasions. 
Under a different Bush, George W. Bush, troops were again deployed in large numbers to topple 
the Taliban in 2001 in Afghanistan and as a part of the War on Terror in 2003. During the 
administrations of Obama and Trump, troops have largely been removed from the region. In 
2011 troops were withdrawn from Iraq and more are to be withdrawn from Syria in 2019.64 Iran 
perceives any American troops in the region a threat. With removal of troops since the mid 
2000s, the power dynamics of the region have shifted slightly. There is still a substantial military 
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presence surrounding Iran, keeping it worried. As of 2016, there were still 25,124 U.S. military 
personnel in the Middle East. This is at its lowest point in 60 years.65  
Measuring Identity and Methodology 
 
 In previous studies of identity, researchers have reduced identity to very basic elements 
that are not always useful in constructing and understanding a national identity. As previously 
discussed, simplifications have included examining only language, region, and religion and 
equating these factors to identity.66 Further studies have gone further to conduct survey research 
to measure identity. While this is valid, it prompts respondents to answer pre-written questions 
and does not let respondents define their own identity.67 This thesis will instead be drawing on 
research by Hopf and Allan (2016). Their methodology has been used by researchers across the 
country to examine identities and create a database. While strides have been made in 
understanding larger powers, such as China, Russia, and the United States, their methods have 
not been applied to Middle Eastern countries. For that reason, I will draw on and critique their 
methodology when applied to Morocco in the years of 1980 and 1985.  
 Allan and Hopf (2016) strayed from traditional quantitative International Relations 
theorists by taking a more quantitative-qualitative examination of identity. They specifically 
utilize discourse analysis to come to both empirical and logical decisions about national identity. 
Discourse analysis also becomes useful as it allows for the distinction between elite and masses 
in society. Beneficial also, is the ability to assign importance and prevalence of different 
identities in society and whether or not they are important to both masses and elites. By 
distinguishing between masses and elites, a determination on whether or not a national identity is 
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cohesive or stable can be made.68 In building on their efforts, this thesis seeks to further such 
research and contribute to a larger understanding of national identities using a similar framework 
that then allows for comparison. Problems of selection bias, language barrier, simplification, and 
misrepresentation are all still possible with the discourse method. However, misunderstanding 
identity is minimized and the best possible utilization of materials is used to create results.  
 Discourse analysis is particularly salient because individuals within a nation draw from a 
common set of identity categories, this common set of knowledge. Firstly, nationality is also no 
longeU defined in UacialiVm and eWhniciW\, bXW UaWheU Woda\ moUe ³in WeUmV of modeUniW\, SoliWical 
institutions and values, and Whe VWaWe¶V Slace in Whe ZoUld.´69 Next, the importance placed in 
shared stocks of knowledge cannot extend beyond the assumption that societies are ideationally 
integrated. This means that people in groups and in nations share similar perspectives on how 
reality works.70 To the extent that this is not true, research concluded under this assumption is 
not valid. For the purposes of this thesis, national identity is theorized as discursive categories, 
for the reasons described previously. These categories define what it means to be a member of a 
nation, what a nation is, and what does it mean to understand oneself as a part of a nation.  
Framework 
 The central identities important to social knowledge and identity categories are 
conceptualized as discursive formations within this thesis. These discourses are combinations of 
concepts, values, metaphors, and rules. They combine to create an understanding of oneself: an 
identity. Because different categories and discourses can be overlapping and more prominent 
than others, different prevalence will be examined of the different categories as well. Identity 
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categories make up these discursive formations. Identity categories are classifications attached to 
a nation and often fall into categories of political, economic, historical, moral, cultural, etc.71 In 
order to un-bias results as much as possible, themes and other overarching sentiment within a 
nation that can be discovered from discourse analysis will not be considered identity. As it is not 
directly attached to national identity, it is more relevant to social sentiment than framed identity. 
For the purpose of this thesis these sentiments and themes may only be considered identities 
Zhen diUecWl\ aWWached Wo naWional idenWiW\ VWaWemenWV. SXch a VWaWemenW ZoXld be ³Whe naWion 
embodieV«´ oU ³WhiV naWion¶V SeoSle aUe«´ bXW cannoW be dUaZn fUom aVVXmed WhemeV.  
 When coding for identities, identity is defined as the constellation of categories that when 
combined, describe a group of people. Such concepts and categories must be regularly invoked 
and apparent in societal discourse to be considered a national identity. One can imagine such 
relations of categories aV a ³UelaWional maS´72 which defines the social knowledge of a society. 
When coding for identity categories through analyzing mediums, I will first examine this 
topography lent through the relational map. Such clustering of salient categories may lend itself 
to discursive formations and then identity categories. Only through a deeper understanding of the 
hiVWoU\ and coXnWU\¶V SoViWion aW Whe Wime, can one make Whe leaS Wo oYeUaUching WhemeV.  
 Past empirical approaches to the study of identity include data drawn from objective, 
subjective, and intersubjective sources. Categories of identity may also be pre-theorized with 
identity categories pre-determined or inductively recovered when relevant identities are 
identified in the process of data collection. Methods such as content analysis can be extremely 
beneficial and are often considered scientific when done correctly, however because the 
computer or human coder must have a dictionary it pre-theorizes words to search for. This 
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weakens the content and does not allow for inductively recovered categories. Ethnography and 
surveys are also important tools in measuring identity. They will not be utilized in this thesis as 
ethnography cannot be done at a larger scale and surveys are both complex and predetermined. 
The remaining empirical tool to be used in this study is discourse analysis. Discourse analysis is 
the interpretive study of texts that can be used to intersubjectively infer background that forms 
Vocial knoZledge. AV WoXWed b\ HoSf and Allan (2016), ³[diVcourse analysis] can be made 
reliable enough to produce a body of comparable reports across time for the same country and 
acUoVV coXnWUieV aV Zell.´73  
Recovering Discourses of National Identity 
 Discourse analysis worked well for Hopf and Allan (2016) because it is one of the most 
feasible ways to interpret identities in an approach that does not pre-theorize. This allows for 
salient identities to emerge, so long as the coder does not attempt to read identities into the text 
or interpret to early on. First, the methodology used by Hopf and Allan instruct analysts to 
³UecoUd Whe WhemeV and caWegoUieV connecWed Wo Whe idea of µZhaW doeV iW mean Wo be AmeUican?¶ 
oU µZhaW iV AmeUica?.¶´74 Second, through looking at a longer list of all categories and themes 
drawn from texts, one can begin to determine how categories are connected and linked in 
discursive formations. This form of searching for ideas connected to defining a person goes 
beyond a human version of content analysis because it also allows for an interpretation of text 
and a more logical check on pre-WheoUi]aWion. ThiV diVcoXUVe anal\ViV Zill \ield a ³UaZ coXnW´ of 
identity categories to then be combined into a topographical map of the constellation of identities 
that create a national identity.  
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 In order to maintain scientific modeling of discourse analysis, I will follow transparent 
principles of text sampling, quantitative counting procedures, and standardized presentation of 
evidence. Although there is no way to remain objective as I will bring pre-existing knowledge of 
the world, my reading and understanding of the text will not be so unrecognizable to other 
interpretations that it be rendered invalid. What text genuinely means to individuals in a nation is 
irretrievable however by recovering broader categories in which they were thinking, identity can 
be determined by setting those categories in relation to one another. Validity of this study does 
not rest entirely on the UeVeaUcheU¶V ability to be completely detached from the text, but rather 
validity can be found in the claim that I will be able to reliably grasp the categories in which 
writers are generally thinking. I will attempt to accurately reconstruct intersubjective realities as 
accXUaWel\ aV SoVVible ³ZiWh WUanVSaUenW oSeUaWionali]aWionV and measurements that recover the 
central categories from a group of texts that serve as a proxy for the manifold representations of 
naWional idenWiW\ WhaW ciUcXlaWe in VocieW\.´75  
Methodology 
Text Selection  
 All shared knowledge through texts and discussion can be considered important to 
understanding the intersubjective reality and identity categories within a nation state. As Sarup 
(1996) aUgXeV, idenWiW\ can be Veen aV a ³mXlWi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings 
blend and claVh.´76 Identities can thus be found in the jokes, movies, newspapers, speeches, and 
books of everyday life. I will operationalize discourses of national identity with a smaller sample 
of texts than could be considered in order to make this study feasible. This will be accounted for 
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as best as possible through a more interpretive position of texts. As a couple of outliers have the 
potential to skew results, the benefit of having a human coder allows me to more interpretatively 
analyze which categories are actually themes and inter-connected to impact identity.  
 Two rules will be followed when selecting texts. First, texts will be sampled that are 
widely read and therefore reflect the available stock of knowledge. These texts must also not be 
specifically about identity but rather hint towards what it means to be a member of that society in 
everyday life. Second, the sample must include both texts that reflect elite political discourse and 
mass common sense.77 As followed by other analysts building from Hopf and Allan, I will 
sample text using these six categories for the years of 1980 and 1985 in Morocco: 
 
 
 
77 Pg. 33, Hopf and Allan, 2016.  
Table 1.0: Texts to be Sampled 
Category Sample Selected Mass vs. Elite
Leadership Speeches
I will choose two speeches given by heads of the 
government of ruling party on a significant 
occasion. 
Leadership speeches are often produced by elites, 
largely to a broader audience, thus they reveal 
shared ideas. Because they are produced by elites, 
they reveal elite political discourse within a nation. 
Newspapers
I will choose two newspapers with the highest 
national circulation. I will then read all articles, 
opinion-editorials, and letters to the editor for the 
15th of each month or the closest day to the 15th. 
Op-ed pages within a newspaper capture views 
produced by and for members of elite political 
circles, while letters are more generally reflective 
of the masses. Articles also capture a more general 
attitude but largely newspapers in Morocco are 
focused on the elites. 
Songs I will choose four songs that were the most popular in these years. 
These songs more generally represent mass 
dicourses. Songs were widely popular, and 
represent deeper trends. 
Novels
I will choose the two bestselling novels in the 
country, by country's authors, in an official 
language, with minimal English translation as 
possible. 
While novels are often produced by and for elites, 
through selecting best-selling novels I hope to 
better uncover shared social knowledge. 
Movies I will choose the two most-attended movies in the 
country
Movies are consumed by both masses and elites 
within the country. 
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Texts then will be analyzed for the aforementioned intersubjective identity categories. In 
doing so, results will be categorized according to genre and according to whether or not the 
medium was more accessed by political elites or masses. In Morocco, the separate and 
sometimes cohesive identity of Berber will also be analyzed when specifically designated as a 
VeSaUaWe idenWiW\. The choVen We[WV haYe alVo been adaSWed fUom HoSf and Allan¶V oUiginal 
framework to more adeptly correlate to Moroccan culture and what is currently available. For 
example, songs and music are special to Moroccan culture and have been added to increase 
analysis. On the other hand, I removed history textbooks because they were not widely read and 
were largely inaccessible.   
Coding Rules  
 For each medium, I will write down all possible identity categories invoked in the 
sample, from 50 to 100 discrete categories. This will be gathered inductively and solely from the 
text. Then, with each sample I will analyze the question: What does it mean to be Moroccan? 
According to the methodology outlined by Hopf and Allan, this will be coded in three ways:  
1. Valence: I will distinguish between positive, negative, neutral, and ambiguous identities 
with the valence symbols (+, -, /, ~). This will distinguish whether or not it is considered 
a good oU bad SaUW of Whe naWion¶V idenWiW\.  
2. Aspirational or Aversive: Is the identity something the country aspires to or is trying to 
avoid?  
3. Significant Others: These are the outside factors such as other countries, history, ideas, 
etc. that the country compares itself to.  
This method will produce a raw count of data that will create a topographical map to be used in 
determining key national identities. This method has not been altered significantly from the 
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methodology followed by analysts for Hopf and Allan so as to produce data thus comparable to 
other data collected by them. The benefit of this method is that it allows for analysts to 
inductively recover the discourses based largely on widely circulated texts. With a consistent set 
of coding categories, this becomes as objective as possible when intersubjectively studying 
identity.  
While the methodology presented by Making Identity Count¶V biggeVW flaZ iV iWV 
allowance for subjectivity, this in part is also its strength. When coding through a computer, the 
predetermined dictionary yields results invalid because it requires a research to be seeking a 
specific set of outcomes. The discursive method, alternatively, attempts to remain objective 
through a mass collection of all possible identity categories. These are then narrowed down when 
considered in relation to each other. Done perfectly, this should minimize bias within the study. 
Researcher error and bias is still possible, but even when Hopf and Allan (2016) had three 
different analysts code the same country in the same year with different texts and different 
languages, the analysts all still came to the same overarching conclusions about identity.78 This 
demonstrates the reliability of the methodology. Given the options, this methodology is the best 
option to better understand identity within a country.  
Texts Used in this Study  
 There were some constraints on what was available for text selection in the Moroccan 
1980s. While top novels were easier to find, fewer films and speeches were readily available. 
Moroccan films were starting up and gaining popularity at this time, but unfortunately only the 
moVW SoSXlaU Uemain acceVVible Woda\. MoVWl\ Whe King¶V VSeecheV aUe VWill acceVVible and ZeUe 
transcribed. Because of this, an expansion in the acceptable dates allowed for a greater selection 
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of potent texts to be examined. Texts is loosely used in this study to include all primary sources 
from books to songs and films. All texts were kept within 1979-1990. For the early 1980s, the 
dates of texts range from 1979-1983. For texts of the late 1980s, the dates range from 1985-1990. 
This range allows for an increase in the number of viable texts and therefore stronger results for 
the period as a whole. The only downside to this method is that these identities cannot be pinned 
and contained to one explicit year.  
Early 1980s Text Selection 
 
In the 1980s, King Hassan II remained the primary statesman in Morocco. There is little 
archived about other political individuals during this time. Therefore, both speeches for the early 
1980s are taken from speeches King Hassan II gave at different events. The first speech chosen 
iV of King HaVVan II¶V addUeVV on Whe GUeen MaUch AnniYeUVaU\ in NoYembeU of 1979.79 The 
oWheU VSeech ZaV giYen Wo commemoUaWe Whe King¶V 19Wh anniYeUVaU\ of hiV acceVVion Wo Whe 
 
79 ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREEN MARCH. (1979, November). King Hassan Speech. Rabat. Retrieved from 
AP Archive. 
Table 1.1: Texts Selected Early 1980s
Medium Number Source Year
King Hassan II Speech on his 19th anniversary of 
accession to the throne 
1980
King Hassan II on the anniversary of the Green 
March
1980
For Bread Alone by Mohamed Choukri 1980
The Flutes of Death by Driss Chraïbi 1981
Film 1 Blood Wedding 1977
"Bladi" by Lemchaheb 1980
"Fine ghadi bya khouia" by Nass El Ghiwane 1980
"Ya Rayah" by Dahmane El Harrachi 1983
"Laayoun Aïnya" by Jil Jilala 1977
Libération : Casablanca 1980
Al-Bayane: Rabat 1980
2Newspapers
Speeches on significant occasions 2
2Novels
4Songs
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throne. This speech was given in March of 1980.80 These speeches are representative of major 
movements in Morocco and both were given in Modern Standard Arabic. They speak more to the 
elite experience.  
The two novels selected for analysis were the most popular novels in Morocco, written 
by Moroccans, in their respective years. For Bread Alone by Mohamed Choukri was originally 
written in Modern Standard Arabic, with English translations by Paul Bowles.81 For Bread Alone 
ZaV SXbliVhed in 1980 ZiWh Whe EngliVh WUanVlaWionV SXbliVhed in 2006. DUiVV ChUawbi¶V The 
Flutes of Death was the second novel used in this study and was originally written in French in 
1981.82 The English translation used was by Robin Roosevelt in 1997. The most popular film 
used in this study was Blood Wedding directed by Souheil Ben-Barka in 1979.83 This film was 
submitted for international competitions including the U.S. Academy Awards for Best Foreign 
Language Film. The movie is in French.  
The four most popular songs in the early 1980s were analyzed. While not all of these 
songs were originally produced in the early 1980s, they were at the top of their local charts at 
this time. These songs included Bladi by Lemchaheb84, Fine Ghadi bya khouia by Nass El 
Ghiwane85, Ya Rayah by Dahmane El Harrachi 86, and Jil Jilala¶V Laa\oXn Awn\a.87 Finally, the 
two newspapers were both printed in French and widely popular in the country. Libération was a 
 
80 KING HASSAN II OF MOROCCO DELIVERS SPEECH. (1980, March). 19th Anniversary of his Accession to 
the Throne. Rabat. Retrieved from AP Archive. 
81 Choukri, M. (2006). For Bread Alone. (P. Bowles, Trans.). London: Telegram. 
82 Chraïbi, D. (1997). The Flutes of Death. (R. Roosevelt, Trans.). Boulder, CO: Three Continents Book. 
83 Euro-Maghreb Films, Centre Cinématographique Marocain. (1977). Noces de Sang. 
84 Lemchaheb. Bladi. 1980; Morocco. 
85 Nass El Ghiwane. Fine Ghadi bya khouia. 1980; Morocco.   
86 Dahmane El Harrachi. Ya Rayah. 1973; Morocco. 
87 Jil Jilala. Laayoun Aïnya. 1976; Morocco. 
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Casablanca based newspaper selected for the year 1980. The other popular newspaper in 1980 
was al-Bayan88, a Rabat based newspaper.  
Late 1980s Text Selection 
 
 The largest difference between the early 1980s and the late 1980s was an increase in 
government censorship.89 While this did not make it impossible to find sustentative texts, it did 
require more leniency with dates. While for the early 1980s the texts more closely align with the 
date 1980, the latter half of the 1980s fluctuate more between 1985 and 1990. Both speeches 
analyzed were again from King Hassan II, to understand how the monarchy understood the 
country. The texts selected in this case were the address to the Moroccan people by King Hassan 
11, 24 July 1986 and an interview of the King by Klibi in October of 1885.90 Secondly was an 
address given to the Moroccan people.91  
Both novels selected were the most widely read in Morocco in their year. The first is 
TahaU Ben JelloXn¶V The Sand Child,92 which was originally published by Moroccan Jelloun in 
 
88 TUanVlaWed Wo ³VWaWemenW´ in EngliVh.  
89 Chalfaouat, A. (2015). Media, freedom of expression and democratization in Morocco. 
90Hassan , K., & Klibi, C. (1985, October). Morocco Hassan/Klibi Meeting. MOROCCO HASSAN/KLIBI 
MEETING. Rabat.  
91 Hassan II. (1986, July). 178 Address to the Moroccan people by King Hassan II. Morocco. 
92 Jelloun, T. B., & Sheridan, A. (2000). The Sand Child. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 
Table 1.2: Texts Selected Late 1980s
Medium Number Source Year
Address to the Moroccan people by King Hassan 11 1986
Morocco Hassan/Klibi Meeting 1985
The Sand Child  by Tahar Ben Jelloun 1985
Marriage With Papers  by Mohammed Mrabet 1986
Films 1 Bab Sama Maftouh 1988
"Ya Chebba" by Cheb Khaled 1988
"douha alia" by Cheb Mami 1990
"Reggae raï" by Cheb Kader 1989
"Ya Jara Wadeena" by Rajae Belmlih 1986
al-ittihād al-shtirākƯ: jarƯdah yawmƯyah: Casablanca 1990
Al-Alm: Rabat 1990
Songs 4
Newspapers 2
Speeches on significant occasions 2
2Novels
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FUench in FUance. The Vecond iV Mohammed MUabeW¶V Marriage with Papers written in Modern 
Standard Arabic and translated to English by Paul Bowles.93 In 1988 the most popular movie in 
MoUocco ZaV ³Bab al-Sama maftuh.´ diUecWed b\ FaUida Benl\a]d and WhiV ZaV Whe film XVed foU 
this timeframe. Music was also becoming extremely important in Morocco during this time as 
more and more people turned to music to air grievances and emotion. The four popular songs 
used in this text selection were: Ya Chebba94, douha alia95, Reggae Raï96, and Ya Jara 
Wadeena.97 Finally, a dramatic shift in reclaiming Arabic occurred in the 1980s and so a switch 
from the early 1980s saw Modern Standard Arabic newspapers. Two of the most popular of these 
included al-µAlam based in Rabat and the daily Newspaper of the Progressive Socialist Party: al-
ittihƗd al-ishtirƗkƯ98 based in Casablanca.  
Results 
This discourse analysis yields data that is easily interpreted in different lights. For the 
purposes of this paper, comparison will be centered around the raw count of an identity, how 
many times it was invoked, and the continuity of that identity across different mediums. Because 
Newspapers present a higher volume of writing, identities discussed in a newspaper tend to 
produce higher raw counts than identities discussed in other mediums such as novels or films. 
Because of this, all data will be presented with individual totals for each category. Results are as 
followed: examining the 1980s collectively before discussing differences and continuity between 
the early to late 1980s.  
 
 
93 Mrabet, M. (1986). Marriage With Papers. (P. Bowles, Trans.). Bolinas, CA: Tombouctou Books. 
94 Cheb Khaled. Ya Chebba. 1988; Morocco. 
95 Cheb Mami. Douha Alia. 1990; Morocco. 
96 Cheb Kader. Reggai Raï. 1989; Morocco. 
97 Rajae Belmlih. Ya Jara Wadeena. 1986; Morocco. 
98 Translated to: The Daily Socialist Union Paper.  
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Identity of Morocco from 1980-1990.  
 A benefit of conducting two discourse analyses for both the early 1980s and late 1980s 
allows for a larger data set to be analyzed when examining the 1980s as a whole. To see the raw 
counts for all categories found, see Appendix 1. Identities displayed in the raw count of data 
were invoked during discourse analysis at least five times across different mediums. This table 
provides a fuller glimpse into how Moroccans are discussing their identities in the 1980s. To 
better understand the themes and key issues, this analysis will proceed with a closer look at 
whether or not Moroccans viewed these attributes as positive or negative.  
Strongest Identities
 
In almost every medium, there are some identities that remained very strong for 
Moroccans. Specifically, these identities have all been invoked in three or more types of texts, 
Table 2.2 Strongest Identity Category Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other Berber Total
Islamic Society/Islamic ++ ~//-+++++ -+++ +++/ ++  39
Arab ////-++++++~ /+ +  37
Changing Gender 
Roles(Feminist/Sexist)
++ -++++++ ~-+ + 28
Corrupt Government /Government 
Failure
---- - - Aversive 23
Modern/Modernizing ++++ -+ + Aspirational 19
Patriotic + /++++ / ++ + 18
Changing/Transforming ++++ //- +- 16
Global/International ++++ + +
Significant 
Other 16
Poor/Unemployed ---- - - Aversive 15
Suffering/Discontent/Frustrated/M
iserable/Powerless --- ----- ---~ - Aversive 14
Colonial Legacy - /---- - 14
Independent/Self-governing ++++ ++ + Aspirational 13
Traditional +~ ---++ /+~ + 11
African Leader /+++ + ++ 9
Empty/Rejected/Desperate/ 
Hopeless/Cynical
-- ---- - Aversive 7
Moroccan Sahara / +++ / ++ 7
Loss of tradition/nostalgic ++ - ~- + Aversive 6
Relationship with West/    Western 
influence
- -++ + - Aspirational/
Aversive
Significant 
Other 
6
Tribal/Familial + + ++ + 5
Racist / - - 4
Tough/Strong + + + + Berber (1) 4
Brave + + + 3
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meaning that they are stronger than identities only mentioned in one. Because they are described 
in multiple sources, they hold across class divides and speak for more of the population. This 
table also allows us to analyze which identities are aspirational or aversive, significant others, or 
identities specifically referring to Berber populations. To highlight in these identities are the 
Islamic Society and being Arab.  
 Throughout the 1980s Moroccans continue to strongly identify as Islamic, religious, and 
faithful. This is a trend that crosses every single medium. While especially in newspaper articles, 
some sources seem a little more critical of Morocco as an Islamic Society, overwhelmingly this 
discourse of Islamic is positive. Throughout the different texts, it was a continuous theme to see 
invocations of Allah and Islam. The novel Flutes of Death follows two police officers pursuing 
an investigation into the Berber hills; it examines identities and society as well as its faults. An 
example of strong Muslim identities, one character exclaims "[Morocco] is protected by the 
grace of Allah."99 In this innate way, subtle nods to Islam and its pervasiveness in Moroccan 
society can be seen throughout texts in the 1980s. In a November 1990 issue of al-µAlam, one 
article argues that "Muslims have failed in this country to learn to respect the true teachings."100 
While it is perpetuated in many avenues of society, not all believe it has succeeded or is perfect.  
 Arabism is another innate identity found across mediums in Moroccan texts. Much of the 
alludes to being Arab are very subtle and matter of fact, with little question of this identity. The 
majoUiW\ of UefeUenceV ZeUe alVo SoViWiYe, aligning ZiWh ³AUab bUoWheUV´101 across the world. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly this Arab identity leaves Moroccans particularly Anti-Israeli. This is 
highlighted very well in one comic strip from al-µAlam October 15, 1990:  
 
99 Pg. 52, Chraibi, Flutes of Death.  
100 Pg. 6, al-µAlam, November 15, 1990.  
101 Pg. 1, April 15, al-ittihƗd al-shtirƗkƯ: jarƯdah yawmƯyah.  
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Figure 1.0: Comic strip from al-µAlam October 15, 1990 edition depicting an Israeli soccer 
player kicking a ball that appears to be the dove of peace.  
The Past: Colonialism and Tradition 
 
 How Moroccans think about their identities and that relationship with the past centers 
aUoXnd WUadiWion and a colonial SaVW. On one hand, Whe\ aUe moVWl\ SoViWiYe aboXW MoUocco¶V 
strong history and tradition. This History invokes identity categories such as the Moroccan 
Sahara and being an African leader. Highlighting the importance of Arabic and their Islamic 
SocieW\ alVo link Wo WheiU VWUong WUadiWional idenWiW\. In JelloXn¶V The Sand Child, the main 
Table 2.3 The Past Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches
Aspirational/
Aversive
Significant 
Other Total
Islamic Society/Islamic ++ ~//-+++++ -+++ +++/ ++  39
Arab ////-++++++~ /+ +  37
Colonial Legacy - /---- - 14
Traditional +~ ---++ /+~ + 11
Censored/Repressed/Controlled/ 
Oppressed ------ Aversive 10
African Leader /+++ + ++ 9
Uncivilized/Primitive/Backwards/
Behind
- ---- ---- Berber(3) 9
Moroccan Sahara / +++ / ++ 7
Muslim Monarchy ~~+- ++ 7
Importance of Arabic ++++ 6
Loss of tradition/nostalgic ++ - ~- + Aversive 6
Maghreb Leader ++++ + 5
Tribal/Familial + + ++ + 5
Historic ++++ 4
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chaUacWeU UefeUV Wo MoUoccanV aV ³boWh AUabic and Muslim, feudal and traditional"102 as she 
challenges what being a woman means in Moroccan society. This link to history and tradition is 
alVo Veen in Whe noVWalgia highlighWed acUoVV man\ We[W mediXmV. In NaVV El GhiZane¶V Vong 
³Fine ghadi b\a khoXia´ he bemoanV, ³I haYen'W foUgoWWen Whe bendiU,103 Neither have I forgotten 
the "Gasba"104 I haven't forgotten the Moussem105 and the groups of horses"106 calling upon a 
sense of nostalgia and tribal history.  
 While many Moroccans year for this past or tradition, history for Moroccans also recalls 
a colonial legacy that continued to overshadow Morocco in the 1980s. Films, Newspapers, and 
Speeches all allude to the continued effects of French and Spanish colonialism in the Maghreb. 
From a society that often spoke French or Spanish rather than Arabic to sticky government 
institutions favoring a certain type of people, colonialism continued to creep into many aspects 
of society and therefore Moroccan identity. King Hassan II in his July 1986 speech says, "this 
was the education we received from the period of our colonial trial. We are not the type of 
SeoSle Zho knoZ noWhing and leaUning noWhing fUom eYenWV and WheiU caXVeV´107 as he speaks 
about Israel and the effects of colonialism. This colonialism is linked to other negative aspects of 
how Moroccans view their relationship with the past such as censorship and repression. "The 
French-Spanish repression of 1958 was more recent than many realize and still impacts our 
community"108 a 1990 al-µAlam newspaper reads. Their frustration at remaining behind the rest 
of the world is also attached to this period of control.  
 
 
102 Pg. 165, The Sand Child.  
103 Type of North African drum 
104 Type of Berber music usually using a reed.  
105 An annual gathering of 30 tribes. 
106 NaVV El GhiZane. ³Fine Ghadi b\a khoXia´. 1980; MoUocco.   
107 Hassan II. (1986, July). 178 Address to the Moroccan people by King Hassan II. Morocco. 
108 Pg. 1, October 15, 1990. al-µAlam.  
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The World: A Global Community and Anti-West 
 
How Moroccans view their place in the world and their relationships with other countries 
is important to how they view themselves. While they have negative relationships with previous 
colonial powers, the West and America, and Israel, overwhelmingly they see themselves 
positively as part of a global community. A July 15, 1990 article in al-µAlam captures this 
VenWimenW, ³MoUocco iV inWeUnaWional, and [Ze] Uel\ on oXU SaUWneUV foU Whe fXWXUe."109 On the 
other side, many people in Morocco seek to distance themselves from Western and American 
influence. While some saw the relationship with the west as positive, many more identify with 
Whe main chaUacWeU¶V moWheU in Bab Sama Maftouh when she exclaims, "It is good we remember 
oXU oZn WUadiWionV and \oX VhoXldn¶W VXccXmb Wo Whe WeVW."110 The movie Bab Sama Maftouh 
follows a young Moroccan who returns to Morocco from the west to an ill father. She 
rediscovers the beauty of tradition and her Moroccan identity.  
 
 
 
109 Pg. 2, July 15, 1990, al-µAlam.  
110 Bab Sama Maftouh. 
Table 2.4 The World Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other Total
Global/International ++++ + + Significant 
Other
16
Colonial Legacy - /---- - 15
American Relationship +---
Significant 
Other 12
Anti-Israel/Anti-Zionist ++++ Significant 
Other
11
African Leader /+++ + ++ 9
Relationship with West/Western 
influence - -++ + -
Aspirational/
Aversive
Significant 
Other 6
Maghreb Leader ++++ + 5
Pawns/Exploited -- -- Aversive 4
Regionalism -+ 2
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The Government: Democratic and Corrupt 
 
Moroccans have conflicting views of their government and its role in society. Generally, 
they see themselves as very politically active and protesting was mentioned frequently in 
different texts, in a positive light. This protesting comes at the behest of a government many 
Moroccans see to be failing and/or corrupt. Moroccans strongly believe in their right to freedom 
and equality. In an August 15, 1990 article from al-µAlam the newspaper reads, "Citizens hold a 
hard position demanding their rights from the government."111 While they do not see the 
government as succeeding, many Moroccans believe it should be and that they are a free people 
with innate human rights. Overall a strong identity for Moroccans in the 1980s is a positive 
patriotic life and a belief in the Democratic ability and future of the country. A May 15, 1990 
article speaks to this future hope, "May one day we have a democratic society impartial to any 
 
111 Pg. 4, August 15, 1990. al-µAlam.  
Table 2.5 The Government Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other Berber Total
Islamic Society/Islamic ++ ~//-+++++ -+++ +++/ ++  39
Arab ////-++++++~ /+ +  37
Political/Active Citizens/Protesting ++++/ 24
Corrupt Government /Government 
Failure
---- - - Aversive 23
Democratic ++++ Aspirational 22
Patriotic + /++++ / ++ + 18
Global/International ++++ + + Significant 
Other
16
Colonial Legacy - /---- - 14
Independent/Self-governing ++++ ++ + Aspirational 13
Free ++++ +++~ Aspirational 12
Improving/Progressing/Liberal ++++ +++ Aspirational 11
Censored/Repressed/Controlled/O
ppressed
------ Aversive 10
Equal/Human Rights ++++ + Aspirational Berber(1) 10
Modern Islam + +++~ 7
Muslim Monarchy ~~+- ++ 7
Maghreb Leader ++++ + 5
Socialist ++++ Aspirational Significant 
Other
5
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candidate and fair."112 Patriotism is also interlinked with this hope. In the streets of The Sand 
Child, people scream "Long live Morocco!"113 during their protests.  
Moroccan Society 
 
There is less continuity in how Moroccans define their own society. The discourse around 
WheiU VocieW\¶V idenWiW\ doeV VWem fUom a coXSle majoU WhemeV. A VWUong idenWiW\ in Whe caWegoU\ 
 
112 Pg. 1, May 15, 1990. al-ittihƗd al-shtirƗkƯ: jarƯdah yawmƯyah.  
113 Pg. 19, The Sand Child.  
Table 2.6 The Society Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/
Aversive
Berber Total
Islamic Society/Islamic ++ ~//-+++++ -+++ +++/ ++  39
Arab ////-++++++~ /+ +  37
Changing Gender 
Roles(Feminist/Sexist)
++ -++++++ ~-+ + 28
Modern/Modernizing ++++ -+ + Aspirational 19
Changing/Transforming ++++ //- +- 16
Poor/Unemployed ---- - - Aversive 15
Suffering/Discontent/Frustrated/ 
Miserable/Powerless --- ----- ---~ - Aversive 14
Young -+++ + 12
Developing -++++ ~ 11
Traditional +~ ---++ /+~ + 11
Unequal ---- Aversive 11
Hopeful/Optimistic ++++ ++++ 10
Educated ++++ + Aspirational 7
Empty/Rejected/Desperate/ 
Hopeless/Cynical
---- - Aversive 7
Modern Islam + +++~ 7
United/Unified ++++ Aspirational 7
Creative ++++ 6
Cultured +++ + 5
Divided ---+ Aversive 5
Tribal/Familial + + ++ + 5
Racist / - - 4
Sunni +++~ 4
Tough/Strong - + + + Berber(1) 4
Unlucky/Hopeless/Trapped --- - Aversive 4
Determined/Dedicated/Persistent ++ + Aspirational 3
Hospitable + ++ 3
Illiterate --- 3
Multi-cultural ~- / Aversive 3
Patriarchical - -- 3
Rigid Society - -- 3
Urban +++/ 3
Beautiful + + 2
Regionalism -+ 2
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of the Moroccan society is that of changing. They see themselves as modernizing, changing, 
improving and they are hopeful about this, generally. "There are cornerstones of the Morocco 
experiment: democracy, unity, and modernity"114 a July 15, 1990 article in al-µAlam contends. At 
the same time, not all see this change as positive. Some see it as a loss of tradition and a loss of 
culture. In The Sand Child, a modern square is described as: "The square had been cleared. There 
aUe no moUe Vnake chaUmeUV, no moUe « No longeU a meUU\-go-round, it is now simply a piece of 
ground cleaUed foU a XVeleVV foXnWain.´115 Not everyone agrees that the modern change is a good.   
Moroccans may be unsatisfied with aspects of their society, but they still strongly identify 
with positive trends as well. They see themselves as young and developing. More Moroccans 
also believe they are united than those who believe they are divided. They also have ambiguous 
opinions about their multicultural heritage and its link to colonialism. "Morocco is Arabic mixed 
with a few words of French, Spanish, English, and even some imaginary language of its own."116  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
114 Pg. 2, July 15, 1990. al-µAlam.  
115 Pg. 103, The Sand Child.  
116 Pg. 90, The Sand Child.  
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Frustration 
 
 From being frustrated by the government, changing society, or other countries, discontent 
was a large aspect of Moroccan identity in the 1980s. Protesting was extremely common to 
demand less corruption and unemployment. Being poor and unemployed is how Moroccan¶V VaZ 
their experience in the 1980s. In For Bread Alone the entire plot revolves around a central idea 
of poverty and the large gap between the rich and the poor in Morocco. In one instance the main 
character intones, "Even here in the cemetery there are rich people and poor people."117 There are 
different currents of hopelessness and optimism within the country, speaking to a time of great 
change and uncertainty. Feeling frustration and suffering about their situation was referenced 
across almost every medium, demonstrating its pervasiveness in society. In a June 13, 1980 
 
117Pg. 17, For Bread Alone.  
Table 2.7 Frustration Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive Berber Total
Changing Gender 
Roles(Feminist/Sexist) ++ -++++++ ~-+ + 28
Political/Active Citizens/Protesting ++++/ 24
Corrupt Government /Government 
Failure
---- - - Aversive 23
Poor/Unemployed ---- - - Aversive 15
Suffering/Discontent/Frustrated/M
iserable/Powerless --- ----- ---~ - Aversive 14
Colonial Legacy - /---- - 14
Unequal ---- Aversive 11
Censored/Repressed/Controlled/ 
Oppressed ------ Aversive 10
Uncivilized/Primitive/Backwards/
Behind - ---- ---- Berber(3) 9
Empty/Rejected/Desperate/ 
Hopeless/Cynical
---- - Aversive 7
Loss of tradition/nostalgic ++ - ~- + Aversive 6
Divided ---+ Aversive 5
Dominated/Submissive/Resigned ---- Aversive Berber (1) 5
Pawns/Exploited -- -- Aversive 4
Undemocratic -- 2
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article describing Moroccan identity, these mixed feelings are highlighted: " our identity today 
includes: dominant, powerful, exploited, dominated, objectified, miserable, emerging."118 
The People 
 
 While Moroccans have strong perspectives and identities with regards to how they saw 
the world, it is also important to examine how they saw themselves in the 1980s. 
Overwhelmingly, they think positively of their ability to persevere and be strong. The creativity 
of Moroccans was mentioned repeatedly to think of ingenuous solutions to immense problems. 
As a December 15, 1990 al-µAlam article writes, "Moroccans find a way no matter what." This 
mentality is a strong identity discourse for the people. They also see themselves as strong, tough 
and brave. Each of these identities may not be mentioned as frequently, but they are mentioned 
in multiple different mediums of analysis, demonstrating a broader trend. As Lemchaheb sings in 
Bladi119, "my country's strength, strengthens, and we staying changing."120  
 
 
118 Pg. 6, June 13, 1980. Libération.  
119 TUanVlaWeV Wo ³m\ coXnWU\´ 
120 Lemchaheb. Bladi. 1980; Morocco. 
Table 2.8 The People Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive Berber Total
Political/Active Citizens/Protesting
++++/ 24
Free ++++ +++~ Aspirational 12
Young -+++ + 12
Equal/Human Rights ++++ + Aspirational Berber(1) 10
Hopeful/Optimistic ++++ ++++ 10
Educated ++++ + Aspirational 7
Creative ++++ 6
Cultured +++ + 5
Tribal/Familial + + ++ + 5
Tough/Strong - + + + Berber (1) 4
Brave + + + 3
Determined/Dedicated/Persistent ++ + Aspirational 3
Hospitable + ++ 3
Beautiful + + 2
Powerful/Dominant + + 2
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Gender 
 
 The roles of women and the understanding of a patriarchical society were changing 
immensely during the 1980s. An aspect of both society and the future, changing gender roles 
were mentioned consistently for the entire decade and across all mediums. While the majority of 
texts referenced these changing gender roles positively, others disagreed of the benefit. These 
changing gender roles are also attached to ideas of modernization, western influence, and a 
modern form of Islam. This battle with a stricter interpretation of Islam and tradition existed in 
many facets of society. In The Sand Child the father says, "If in our house women are inferior to 
men it's not because God wishes it or because the prophets decided it thus, but because the 
women accept this fate." Many women began to not accept this fate, however. In May al-µAlam 
writes, "There is a changing reality of women in Morocco, it denies stigmatization between men 
and women."121 Man\ Zomen WXUned Wo WheiU IVlamic faiWh Wo call foU WheVe UighWV. In ³Bab Sama 
MafWoXh,´ IVlam giYeV Whe Zomen hoSe foU Whe fXWXUe changing UoleV of Zomen, "The QXU¶an 
exists so that we can use the intuition God gave to us to apply to today."122 
 
 
 
121 Pg. 1, May 15, 1990. al-µAlam. 
122 Bab Sama Maftouh.  
Table 2.9 Gender Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other Total
Islamic Society/Islamic ++ ~//-+++++ -+++ +++/ ++  39
Changing Gender 
Roles(Feminist/Sexist)
++ -++++++ ~-+ + 28
Modern/Modernizing ++++ -+ + Aspirational 19
Changing/Transforming ++++ //- +- 16
Modern Islam + +++~ 7
Relationship with West/Western 
influence - -++ + -
Aspirational/
Aversive
Significant 
Other 6
Patriarchical - -- 3
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Berber 
 
 In Moroccan identity, it is important to specify that different identities exist across the 
country. Berbers and tribes especially living in Morocco may not identify with the identities that 
speak to a broader, more urban society. When it was specified that an identity was about the 
Berber population, this was noted in the discourse analysis. Largely, these identities are how 
other Moroccans viewed Berbers, rather than the other way around. Most consistently, the rest of 
Morocco view Berbers as backwards or behind. They are also considered to be close to nature, 
positively resisting change, and strong. One strong identity is also the fact that Berbers consider 
themselves as equal. In Flutes of Death, one BeUbeU deVcUibeV WheiU VocieW\ aV, "Ze¶Ue all SooU 
here. We're all equal."123 
Identity of Morocco Early 1980s 
 In examining specifically, the early 1980s, much of the identity for the entire decade 
remained true at the beginning. There were some identities that were no longer as strong by the 
 
123 Pg. 20, Flutes of Death.  
Table 2.10 Berbers
Categories Valence Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other Berber Total
Criminal - Berber 1
Tough/Strong ++++ Berber (1) 4
Uncivilized/Primitive/Backwards/
Behind
-------- Berber(3) 8
Equal/Human Rights ~+++++++
++
Aspirational Berber(1) 10
Savage -- Berber(2) 2
Resisting change + Berber 1
Unpatriotic /~ Berber(1) 2
Frozen in time ~ Berber 1
Dominated ------- Aversive Berber (1) 7
Close to Nature + Berber 1
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end of the decade, which shall be examined. To see raw counts for the entirety of the 1980s, see 
Appendix A. The strongest identities for the early 1980s can be seen below:  
 
 There were very few identities Moroccans discussed at the beginning of the 1980s that 
did not still describe their country by the end of the decade. Most contrastingly, Moroccans in the 
early 1980s more strongly identified with hope and Democracy, than they did by the end of the 
decade. A belief that democracy would prevail in Morocco was much stronger in the early 
1980s. In a December 19, 1980 paper, a headline read, "We stick to the principals of democracy 
and have hope for the future."124 Further, Moroccans were also more likely to describe 
themselves as tough or strong at the beginning of the decade than by the end.  
 
 
 
 
 
124 Pg. 2, December 19, 1980. Libération.  
Table 3.1 Early 1980s Strongest Identity Categories Topography
Categories Film Newspaper Novel Song Speech Aspiratoinal/ Aversive Berber Total
Islamic Society/Islamic / ~-++ ++ ++/ + 12
Arab ~+++ + 10
Democratic ++++ Aspirational 10
Protesting ++++ 9
Corrupt Government /Government 
Failure
---- Aversive 8
Modern/Modernizing -+++ + + Aspirational 8
Changing ++++ / +- 7
Independent/Self-governing ++++ ++ + Aspirational 7
Patriotic + ++ + ++ 6
Moroccan Sahara / / ++ 4
Suffering/Discontent/Frustrated/ 
Desperate - - ~- - Aversive 5
Traditional/Frozen in Time ~ ++ +~ 5
Uncivilized/Primitive/Backwards -- --- Berber(2) 5
Pawns/Exploited -- -- Aversive 4
Tough/Strong - + + + Berber (1) 4
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Identity of Morocco Late 1980s 
 
 The strongest identities in the latter half of the 1980s are similar to the beginning of the 
decade in many ways, speaking to the continuity of their perspective and identity. A key 
difference for Moroccans in the late 1980s was a much more common conversation about the 
changing roles of women in society. Many popular novels and books dealt with how Moroccan 
Zomen ZeUe finding WheiU Slace in VocieW\. QXeVWionV aboXW SaWUiaUchical V\VWemV, IVlam¶V Uole in 
gender equality, and the jobs Moroccan women could hold were at the forefront of many 
discussions. In a May 15, 1990 edition of al-µAlam, an article writes, "There is a changing reality 
of women in Morocco, it denies stigmatization between men and women."125 In the later 1980s 
there was also a greater scrutiny of a failing government and frustration over the economy. A 
moment that captures this exasperation is in The Sand Child, a chaUacWeU Va\V, ³I'm an old, UeWiUed 
school-teacher, tired of this country²or more precise, by those who mistreat and disfigure it."126  
 
 
125 Pg. 1, May 15, 1990. al-µAlam.  
126 Pg. 125, The Sand Child.  
Table 4.0 Late 1980s Strongest Identity Categories Topography
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspiratoinal/ Aversive Berber Total
Arab/Arab Unity ////-+++++~ / + 27
Islamic Society/Religious + ~//-+++++ -++ + + Berber (1) 27
Changing gender roles/ 
Feminism/Anti-Patriarchical ++ -++++++ ~-+ + 24
Corrupt/Faulty 
Institutions/Corrupt Government
---- - - Aversive 15
Patriotic /+++ / ++ + 12
Colonial Legacy - /--- - 10
Poor/Unemployed/Uneducated ---- - - Aversive 9
Frustrated/Economically 
Frustrated/Disillusioned/Tired - ---- -- Aversive 7
Traditional + --- / + 6
Free ++ ++ + Aspirational 5
Backwards/Behind/Not Modern - -- - Berber(1) 4
Family Focused/Community + + + 3
Racist (against dark skin) / - - 3
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Biggest Changes in the 1980s 
 As previously discussed, there were drastic changes in the political and economic reality 
of Moroccans during the 1980s. With a failing economy, the government tried to enact austerity 
measures that left more Moroccan people without social safety nets. An increase in education 
and globalization was also leading to an increase in the spread of ideas within the country. 
Further, the government began to respond more and more harshly to unrest. During this time 
many political freedoms were taken away and some protests were ended violently. These 
realities were directly reflected in how Moroccans perceived themselves and the world.  
 There were some identities that existed entirely in either the beginning half of the decade 
or the latter half. In many instances, at the beginning of the 1980s the people described 
themselves, in novels and songs especially, as strong, prideful, and powerful. By the end of the 
decade, in the discourse analysis conducted, there were not instances of references to these 
identities. Further, there was a great frustration of the outside world in the earlier half of the 
decade. Perceptions of being exploited as foreign pawns and misunderstood by the rest of the 
world existed previously but were not referenced again. In For Bread Alone, a character 
e[claimV, ³Whe\ XVed Whe MoUoccanV aV SaZnV.´127  
 By the second half of the decade, there was a greater variety in how Moroccans described 
themselves. Newer terms of identity used more commonly in this period included rejected, 
creative, Sunni, cultured, Maghreb leader, regionalist, brave, determined, and conflicted. This 
last identity, conflicted, describes this large array in identities best. Moroccans were looking for 
neZ VolXWionV, being cUeaWiYe Wo find neZ hoSe afWeU a fUXVWUaWing decade. In ³Ya JaUa 
 
127 Pg. 138, For Bread Alone.  
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Wadeena,´128 Belmlih VingV, ³When Ze meet, we see the two winds flirting"129 speaking to this 
conflicted nature of the Moroccan people at this time.  
 The strongest identities for the entirety of the decade also saw changes in what these 
identities meant to Moroccans. Being an Islamic nation and society was one of the strongest 
identities from the beginning of the 1980s. However, invoking Islam actually increased 
dramatically from the beginning of the decade to the end. At the beginning of the decade, there 
were twelve references to being Muslim across the different mediums. References to being 
Islamic were about half positive and half neutral or ambiguous. By the end of the decade, there 
were twenty-seven references to being Muslim and they were more commonly positive. Further, 
there were twice as many references to Modern Islam by 1990. This corroborates research done 
in other primarily Muslim nations in the region as well. One article attributes a feeling of greater 
economic strain to be linked to support for Islamist parties and turning to Islam in expectation of 
divine compensation in the hereafter.130 As the country explored its future, especially with 
regards to government and gender roles, Islam was at the forefront of their thinking even more so 
by the end of the decade.  
 Being politically active and protesting also became a stronger identity by the end of the 
1980s. While it was a strong identity category in 1980 as well, the number of references to 
protesting and political action more than doubled. "The people are standing up for themselves 
through these protests"131 al-ittihƗd al-ishtirƗkƯ: jarƯdah yawmƯyah writes. These protests are 
likely in response to another identity that increases exponentially during the decade as well. 
 
128 ³Oh OXU Valle\ Ran´ 
129 Rajae Belmlih. Ya Jara Wadeena. 1986; Morocco. 
130 Pg. 859, Grewal, S., Jamal, A. A., Masoud, T., & Nugent, E. R. (2019). Poverty and Divine Rewards: The 
Electoral Advantage of Islamist Political Parties. American Journal of Political Science, 63(4), 859±874. 
131 Pg. 2, March 15, 1990, al-iWWihƗd al-iVhWiUƗkƯ: jaUƯdah \aZmƯ\ah.  
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Suffering and frustration also become more increased during the decade. Specific references to 
frustration over the economy appear more often in the latter half of the decade. In this frustration 
however, Moroccans do begin to describe themselves as unified and united more than 
previously. While at the same time more frustrated with their political and economic situations, 
Moroccans seem to be turning to Islam and a desire for unity in the latter half of the 1980s.  
Continuity in the 1980s 
 While there were changes in frustration and responses to domestic and global issues, 
Moroccan identity remained relatively constant in the 1980s. The most important identities to 
them, those referenced the most numerically and the most across mediums, generally stayed the 
same. Moroccans consistently remained frustrated with their colonial legacy, corrupt government 
practices, and their inability to catch up to other countries economically or politically. Frustration 
with unemployment also continued throughout the decade. Despite disappointment with their 
situation, Moroccans also continued to refer to themselves as Arab, Muslim, democratic, 
patriotic, traditional, free, and determined, among others. These identities proved stronger and 
consistent, across socio-economic classes, parties, text mediums, and the 1980s.  
Was the U.S. Intelligence Community Right?  
 The United States was generally correct in its analysis of elite identities in Morocco in 
the 1980s. In a compilation of Intelligence Community reports dating from 1980 to 1988,  
analyses of the king and top military officials capture their perspectives, identities, and actions. 
However, these same briefings often miss the mark on how the general population identified 
themselves. U.S. policy in the Maghreb continued to be some economic and military support in 
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return for a foothold and buffer against the Soviet Union through the 1980s.132 Their estimation 
of Moroccan identity overall grasped some top identities but underestimated liberal trends, 
political frustration, Islamic sentiments, and Western alignment.  
 Across American Intelligence Agencies, offices were able to grasp an understanding of 
Moroccan identity as strongly Arab and Muslim. They also were correct in identifying the 
population as very young.133 Further, at the beginning of the decade the National Foreign 
Assessment Center predicted that the deteriorating economic conditions within the country 
would lead to civil unrest134 and that the economy would be the central domestic concern within 
Morocco. They correctly identified erosion in public trust within the country135 and increased 
local resentment for authorities.136 They were correct in their assessment that the people would 
be frustrated economically and could lose trust in their institutions. Further, the U.S. in the 1980s 
put great emphasis on their relationship with King Hassan II. As he had great autonomy in 
making decisions, this was likely a good policy position for the U.S. to take. The memos further 
emphasized the importance of the face-to-face relationship King Hassan II had with President 
Reagan.137 This intelligence focus on the face-to-face diplomacy has historical significance and 
can have great impact on international politics, as explored by Holmes (2018).138 
However, they did little to distinguish between elite identities and overall identities felt 
by the population. They generally focused analysis on King Hassan II and his military 
 
132 Morocco and the United States: Strategic Cooperation After Three Years, Morocco and the United States: 
Strategic Cooperation After Three Years (1984). Central Intelligence Agency.  
133 Morocco: Foreign Policy Dilemmas (1988). Directorate of Intelligence.  
134 Morocco: Recent Political Developments (1983). Central Intelligence Agency: National Foreign Assessment 
Center.  
135 Prospects for Morocco (1986). Directorate of Intelligence. 
136 Morocco and the United States: Strategic Cooperation After Three Years, Morocco and the United States: 
Strategic Cooperation After Three Years. 
137 Ibid.  
138 Holmes, M., & Cambridge University Press. (2018). Face-to-face diplomacy : Social neuroscience and 
international relations / Marcus Holmes. 
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advisors,139 assuming these identities would trickle down to the population as well. Perhaps one 
of their biggest miscalculations was that pro-Western sentiment existed in every aspect of 
society. Across the entire decade, intelligence reports documented little opposition to a western 
alignment of the country.140 AW Whe end of Whe decade, a 1988 UeSoUW Uead, ³WheUe iV no laUge anWi-
WeVWeUn conVWiWXenc\ in MoUocco.´141 This contradicts the findings of the research in this paper 
that more than 75% of the references to the western and American relationships were negative. 
By assuming the Moroccan people want a positive American relationship, they are missing key 
trends within the country. A commonly held sentiment among the masses in Morocco was that, 
³AmeUica'V goalV aUe Wo control the source of oil and they are destroying Arab states to free Israel 
from all competition."142 While the average Moroccan was very anti-American and anti-Western, 
the King remained committed to the relationship, albeit often quietly, into the 1990s. The King 
was able to walk a thin line of seeking American aid and appearing strong to his people; it was a 
line that the U.S. intelligence community did not fully understand.   
American intelligence agencies also misunderstood colonial legacies within Morocco and 
the increase in the Muslim identity of the country. While this research demonstrates the 
extremely aversive identity Moroccans held with regards to their colonial past, the United States 
belieYed ³MoUocco [had] VWUong cXlWXUal and hiVWoUic WieV Wo FUance and SSain.´143 The 
intelligence community did not fully grasp the negative colonial legacies and therefore often 
anti-Western sentiments within the country. Further, they misunderstood an increase in the 
Islamic identity to be one of fundamentalism and not modernism.144 As opposed to Islamic 
 
139 Morocco: Austerity and the Military (1985). Directorate of Intelligence.  
140 Morocco: Recent Political Developments (1980). Central Intelligence Agency: National Foreign Assessment 
Center. 
141 Pg iv. Morocco: Foreign Policy Dilemmas (1988). Directorate of Intelligence. 
142 Pg. 4, February 15, 1990. al-µAlam.  
143 Pg. 1, Morocco: Foreign Policy Dilemmas (1988). Directorate of Intelligence. 
144 Prospects for Morocco (1986). Directorate of Intelligence. 
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fundamentalism, this research found that there was an increase in examining Modern Islam and 
its role in society near the end of the 1980s. The Intelligence Community missed trends like this 
as well as liberal social trends such as changing gender roles and the increased importance of 
human rights to Moroccans. These identities within Morocco would lead to political reform in 
the 1990s.145  
 
Conclusion  
 
Moroccan Identities in the 1980s 
 Through a discourse analysis of a broad variety of texts in the Moroccan 1980s, this 
research identified common identities Moroccans used to describe themselves. Continuously in 
the 1980s, Moroccans saw themselves positively as Arab and Muslim. These identities were not 
only numerically the most referenced identities across the decade, but they also proved strong 
across class, location, and text medium. Throughout the decade, other key identities centered 
around a connection to their history and colonial past, dispassion for a government they 
increasingly feared was corrupt, social activism and a deep belief in their rights and desire for 
democracy, their relationship with the world, and finally a contradiction in their determined and 
hopeful nature as well as their frustration with their reality. Overall in the 1980s, the country 
often identified with change and modernization as well.  
 Key differences also became clear when controlling for the beginning (before 1984) of 
the decade as opposed to the end of the decade (after 1985). Before dramatic changes that took 
place in the government and economy around the mid-1980s, Moroccans were more likely to 
describe themselves as hopeful and powerful. They also were more concerned with outside 
 
145 Monjib, M. (2011). The ³Democrati]ation´ Process in Morocco: Progress, Obstacles, and the Impact of the 
Islamist-Secularist Divide. Washington, DC: The Brookings Institute. 
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influence at the beginning of the decade than the end, with a greater frustration surrounding 
foreign interference. By the end of the decade, most frustration was directed internally at 
increased unemployment and often hopelessness. Despite this, by the end of the 1980s, more 
people described Moroccans as creative and politically active, speaking to a strong desire to still 
push for government and social change. By the end of the decade, there were also more liberal 
movements gaining strength within the country. The changing gender roles and increased 
understanding of Modern Islam speaks to this. These identities all became apparent through 
discourse analysis, and they are reinforced and better understood when examined with Moroccan 
realities in the 1980s.  
Effectiveness of Methodology 
 The Hopf and Allan146 methodology was only minorly adjusted for this study, allowing 
this research to reinforce the strength of this methodology. Adjustments used for the purpose of 
examining Morocco included more flexibility in dates and source mediums to allow for a better 
tailored study for Morocco. By allowing for a date range as opposed to only examining one year, 
more identity rich texts were able to be examined. Because there was some government 
censorship as well as the bias of what has survived and is available in the 2000s, this flexibility 
helped to control for these biases. Despite this opening up access to more texts, biases were still 
possible in what was available. While it would have been ideal to have unlimited access to all 
texts to minimize bias, by doubling the study to twice as many texts, separated by the early 
1980s as opposed to the late 1980s, this increased sample size has hopefully helped to minimize 
some of this bias.  
 
146 Hopf, T. and Allan, B. (2016).  
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There is likely little to no selection bias in the specific dates chosen for this study, 
because there was equivalent amount of information available for 1970s as well as the 1990s in 
Morocco. Prior to the 1970s it would have been more difficult to find hard and digital copies of 
primary sources, creating more of a selection bias. By allowing for a date range in this study, 
more texts were viable and thus hopefully there was a smaller selection bias. This does limit the 
scope of conclusions drawn for the data. Specific conclusions cannot be made about the year 
1982, for example. However, in an attempt to examine an often less accessible region, this 
VWXd\¶V adaSWion of Whe meWhodolog\ allowed for stronger conclusions about the decade to be 
drawn overall. Therefore, a potential solution a future researcher should employ when following 
the Hopf and Allan methodology would be to allow for this flexibility.   
 Further, the original methodology also would have called for Moroccan History 
Textbooks to be examined as opposed to Songs. Given an understanding of Morocco in this time 
SeUiod, We[WbookV ZoXld haYe likel\ been leVV UeflecWiYe of Whe SoSXlaWion¶V idenWiW\ aV a Zhole 
and therefore four songs per period replaced these textbooks. Song became especially politically 
and socially potent for Moroccans during this time, reinforcing its usefulness for this study. 
Allowing for changes in the methodology to reflect what is important for a specific country is 
another strategy employed to hopefully minimize text biases and allow for richer results. Overall, 
the text categories were beneficial, given the minor adaption to Morocco. They allowed for an 
analysis of more of society, from elites giving speeches to popular movies and songs spread by 
the masses.  
 Another potential bias in the data collected includes the possible over-reliance on 
newspapers. Identities commonly found in newspapers had a higher representation on the 
ranking of identities within the country because of a greater sheer number. While this potentially 
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could have skewed data, this study is still useful for two reasons. Firstly, newspapers are more 
commonly read by a broader variety of Moroccans and the newspapers selected reflected a broad 
array of political leanings and regions. Because of their wider breadth in Moroccan society, the 
higher numbers of identities found may actually be stronger in the society as a whole.  Further, 
the identities considered strongest in this study were not those only referenced the most. Identity 
categories that appeared across at least three mediums were also analyzed as strong because of 
their pervasiveness across different aspects of society. This nuanced analysis hopefully helped to 
minimize skewed data results.  
 The coding rules presented by Hopf and Allan and utilized in this study proved effective 
in this case. They allow for different researchers to come to similar conclusions. Because they do 
not allow for over interpretation and select for identities which become overtly apparent without 
too much deep analysis, they are also useable without complete language proficiency and 
through the use of translations. An additional solution to individual researcher bias is potentially 
the use of independent coders for the data. A research paper could use multiple researchers 
examining data who are less involved with the study. This may help to reveal identities which 
are only directly apparent in the texts themselves. The coding rules provided effective across 
most mediums as well. They did sometimes prove to apply unevenly across mediums. For 
example, identities can become apparent in novels and movies differently than in other mediums. 
Visual cues and literary tactics are often employed by content creators to allude to society. These 
cues may have been missed in this analysis because of the coding rules. This could be improved 
upon in future studies.  
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Constructivist Theory and Morocco  
 With the identities apparent, did they impact how the state of Morocco interacted with the 
world in the 1980s? When taken in context, they do. Identities both impact and are impacted by 
the world Moroccans faced. Key actions taken by the Moroccan state are directly related to 
Moroccan identity, even if that identity is not the only factor. There are obviously a multitude of 
other factors at play in international decisions, but certain actions taken by the country were in 
direct line with what identity would have suggested. CIA documents from the 1980s suggest that 
King Hassan II was actively trying to minimize the appearance of his reliance on or close 
relationship with the west.147 This was a smart political action to take considering that many 
Moroccans strongly identified with an anti-Western perspective and looked negatively on the 
United States-Morocco relationship.  
 Further, MoUocco¶V UeVSonVe Wo Whe AUab-Israeli conflict was also very calculated. While 
elites often contradicted the Arab norm and called for more moderate solutions, they at the same 
time continued to strongly condemn Israel and be Pro-Palestine. They sent troops in 1973 and 
remained at the forefront of Arab leadership in the conflict.148 These actions were directly in line 
with identity categories that overwhelmingly suggested Morocco positively identified as Arab 
and were Pro-Palestinian and Anti-Israeli. In the region, Morocco also continued aggressive 
campaigns against neighbors. They fought, often literally, with Algeria for Maghreb primacy and 
continue to fight a war against the Polisario in the Western Sahara to today.149 These struggles 
for primacy in the region are in keeping with identity categories of Moroccan Sahara, African 
leader, and Maghreb leader.  
 
147 Morocco: Foreign Policy Dilemmas (1988). Directorate of Intelligence. 
148 Cross, Megan. (2007). King Hassan II: Morocco's Messenger of Peace. 
149 BBC Western Sahara Profile. (2018, May 14).  
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 Finally, despite CIA assumptions,150 Morocco would liberalize exponentially in the 
1990s, culminating with the 1996 re-written constitution to cement democracy and human rights 
within the Moroccan constitution.151 The trend to push for more liberalization of society in the 
1990s is not surprising given the increase during the 1980s of liberal identities. Identities such as 
equal and human rights, democracy, protesting, politically active, changing gender roles, 
modernizing, and liberalizing were all strong going into the 1990s. While international pressure, 
increased scrutiny, and other factors were also certainly at play, identity cannot be overlooked. 
These identity discussions and societal pushes were likely instrumental in changes to corrupt 
government practices and human rights abuses.  
Future Research  
A better understanding of identity and less reliance on great power theories is the future 
of international relations academia. Constructivism literature continues to expand as researchers 
explore new ways to understand state actions. More aspects of society continue to be considered 
in understanding states. A deeper knowledge of state identity and perspective will be essential to 
constructivism going forward. This study furthers this understanding of identity and how to 
quantitatively and qualitatively examine it. Importantly, this research helps to prove the 
effectiveness of the Hopf and Allan (2016) method. This research methodology has proved 
effective even for contexts beyond the researchers own identity. The effectiveness of this 
methodology its ability to provide results that are as objective as possible, while going deeper 
than content analysis and programming often can. It is as comprehensive of an examination of 
Moroccan society as is possible given the data available today and that the author did not live in 
 
150 Morocco: Foreign Policy Dilemmas (1988). Directorate of Intelligence. 
151 The Kingdom of Morocco.  (2013, May 15). Constitution. Retrieved from 
http://www.maroc.ma/en/content/constitution 
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Morocco at this time. While imperfect, it creates a basis for understanding a nation and a deeper 
inWeUSUeWaWion of a naWion¶V acWionV.  
ThiV UeVeaUch SUoYeV Whe YiabiliW\ of HoSf and Allan¶V meWhodolog\ in Whe conWe[W of 
Morocco. The Middle East and North Africa is traditionally underexamined from the context of 
identity in constructivism research. This study helps to provide an example of how the 
methodology can be adapted for countries examined in harder to access regions. Because this 
same methodology is being used to create a larger database, the lessons learned in this paper will 
be helpful for scholars to more deeply understand identity and compare and contrast this identity 
across countries going forward. Examining anoWheU coXnWU\¶V SeUVSecWiYe and idenWiW\ iV eVVenWial 
in determining a policy that will actually be effective in their context. Faults and accuracies in 
Whe CIA¶V anal\ViV and acWion ZiWh UegaUdV Wo MoUocco coUUoboUaWeV WhiV. A deeSeU XndeUVWanding 
of identity is the future of both academic research in the field and policy prescriptions that will 
have the greatest effectiveness.  
 State actors can make the mistake of framing foreign action in domestic contexts. 
Mistakes in understanding what is important to another country can lead to miss-steps in policy. 
The United States should be examining state actions and framing foreign policy decisions with 
the deeper context of aWWemSWing Wo XndeUVWand a naWion¶V idenWiW\ and SeUVSecWiYe. In the case of 
Morocco in the 1980s, the United States underestimated Whe VWaWe¶V anWi-Israeli and anti-
American attitudes. They often conflated Moroccan political frustration with solely economic 
frustration. This misrepresentation of perspective and identity is possible and common in other 
MENA countries as well. American actions in the region have largely been focused on top-down 
approaches and military action rather than a bottom-up approach to determine what people 
prioritize and perceive. Studies such as this, Zhich moUe deeSl\ e[amine a VWaWe¶V idenWiW\, 
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should be utilized in foreign policy decision making to aid in achievement of policy goals. A 
larger database of identities and this methodology in particular is incredibly effective and easily 
tailored to government action.  
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APPENDIX A: Tables 
1980s Raw Counts 
 
Table 2.1 Identity Category Raw Counts
Category                                    Total Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches
Islamic Society/Islamic 39 2 26 5 4 2
Arab 37 0 34 2 0 1
Changing Gender 
Roles(Feminist/Sexist) 28 2 22 3 1 0
Political/Active Citizens/Protesting 24 0 24 0 0 0
Corrupt Government / 
Government Failure 26 0 24 1 1 0
Democratic 22 0 22 0 0 0
Modern/Modernizing 19 0 16 2 1 0
Patriotic 18 1 10 2 4 1
Changing/Transforming 16 0 11 3 2 0
Global/International 16 0 14 1 0 1
Poor/Unemployed 15 0 12 2 1 0
Suffering/Discontent/ 
Frustrated/Miserable/Powerless 14 3 6 4 1 0
Colonial Legacy 14 1 12 0 0 1
Independent/Self-governing 13 0 10 2 1 0
American Relationship 12 0 11 1 0 0
Free 12 0 6 5 0 1
Young 12 0 11 0 1 0
Anti-Israel/Anti-Zionist 11 0 11 0 0 0
Developing 11 0 10 1 0 0
Improving/Progressing/Liberal 11 0 8 3 0 0
Traditional 11 2 5 3 0 1
Unequal 11 0 11 0 0 0
Censored/Repressed 
/Controlled/Oppressed 10 0 10 0 0 0
Equal/Human Rights 10 0 9 1 0 0
Hopeful/Optimistic 10 0 6 0 4 0
African Leader 9 0 6 1 0 2
Uncivilized/Primitive/Backwards/
Behind 9 1 4 4 0 0
Educated 7 0 6 0 0 1
Empty/Rejected/Desperate/ 
Hopeless/Cynical
7 0 2 4 1 0
Modern Islam 7 1 6 0 0 0
Moroccan Sahara 7 1 3 0 1 2
Muslim Monarchy 7 0 5 0 2 0
United/Unified 7 0 7 0 0 0
Creative 6 0 6 0 0 0
Importance of Arabic 6 0 6 0 0 0
Loss of tradition/nostalgic 6 2 1 2 1 0
Relationship with West/Western 
influence 6 1 3 1 1 0
Cultured 5 0 3 2 0 0
Divided 5 0 5 0 0 0
Dominated/Submissive/Resigned 5 0 5 0 0 0
Maghreb Leader 5 0 4 0 0 1
Socialist 5 0 5 0 0 0
Tribal/Familial 5 1 1 2 1 0
Total 536 18 419 57 28 14
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Early 1980s Raw Counts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.0 Early 1980s Raw Counts 
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other Berber Raw Count
Islamic Society/Islamic 1 5 2 3 1 12
Arab 0 9 1 0 0 10
Democratic 0 10 0 0 0 Aspirational 10
Protesting 0 9 0 0 0 9
Corrupt Government /Government 
Failure
0 8 0 0 0 Aversive 8
Modern/Modernizing 0 6 1 1 0 Aspirational 8
Changing 0 4 1 2 0 7
Free 0 4 3 0 0 Aspirational 7
Improving/Progressing 0 4 3 0 0 Aspirational 7
Independent/Self-governing 0 4 2 1 0 Aspirational 7
African Leader 0 4 0 0 2 6
Patriotic 1 2 1 2 0 6
Poor/Unemployed 0 5 1 0 0 Aversive 6
Anti-Israel/Anti-Zionist 0 5 0 0 0 Significant 
Other
5
Hopeful/Optimistic 0 3 0 2 0 5
Suffering/Discontent/Frustrated/  
Desperate
1 1 2 1 0 Aversive 5
Traditional/Frozen in Time 1 2 2 0 0 5
Uncivilized/Primitive/Backwards 0 2 3 0 0 Berber(2) 5
Unequal 0 5 0 0 0 Aversive 5
Changing Gender 
Roles(Feminist/Sexist)
0 4 0 0 0 4
Colonial Legacy 0 4 0 0 0 4
Developing 0 4 0 0 0 4
Equal/Human Rights 0 3 1 0 0 Berber(1) 4
Global/International 0 4 0 0 0 Significant 
Other
4
Moroccan Sahara 1 0 0 1 2 4
Pawns/Exploited 0 2 2 0 0 Aversive 4
Tough/Strong 1 1 1 1 0 Berber (1) 4
American Relationship 0 3 0 0 0
Significant 
Other 3
Patriarchical 1 0 2 0 0 3
Repressed 0 3 0 0 0 Aversive 3
Socialist 0 3 0 0 0 Aspirational Significant 
Other
3
Total 7 123 28 14 5 177
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Late 1980s Raw Counts 
 
Table 4.0 Late 1980s Raw Counts 
Categories Films Newspapers Novels Songs Speeches Aspirational/Aversive
Significant 
Other? Berber? Raw Count
Arab/Arab Unity 0 25 1 0 1  27
Islamic Society/Religious 1 21 3 1 1  Berber (1) 27
Changing gender 
roles/Feminism/Anti-Patriarchical
2 18 3 1 0  24
Corrupt/Faulty Institutions/Corrupt 
Government 0 13 1 1 0 Aversive 15
Political/Active 
Citizens/Protesting/Resisting
0 14 0 0 0  14
Democratic 0 12 0 0 0 Aspirational 12
International/Global/World 
Community
0 10 1 0 1  12
Patriotic 0 8 1 2 1 12
Modern/Modernizing 0 9 1 0 0  10
Colonial Legacy 1 8 0 0 1 10
Youthful/Young 0 9 0 1 0 10
Poor/Unemployed/Uneducated 0 7 1 1 0 Aversive 9
American Relationship (pro/anti) 0 8 1 0 0
Significant 
Other 9
Changing/Transforming/Improving 0 7 2 0 0 Aspirational 9
Frustrated/Economically 
Frustrated/Disillusioned/Tired 1 4 2 0 0 Aversive 7
Censored/Repressed/Controlled/ 
Oppressed 0 7 0 0 0 Aversive 7
Empty/Rejected/Desperate/Hopeless/
Cynical/Tired
0 2 4 1 0 Aversive 7
Independent 0 6 0 0 0 6
Unified 0 6 0 0 0 Aspirational 6
Developing/Third World 0 6 0 0 0 6
Creative 0 6 0 0 0 6
Traditional 1 3 1 0 1 6
Inequality/Unequal 0 6 0 0 0 Aversive 6
Anti-Israeli/Anti-Zionist 0 6 0 0 0 Significant 
Other
6
Hopeful/Aspirational 0 3 0 2 0 5
Submissive/Dominated/Resigned 0 3 2 0 0 Aversive Berber (1) 5
Importance of Arabic 0 5 0 0 0 5
Modern Islam 1 4 0 0 0 5
Free 0 2 2 0 1 Aspirational 5
Cultured 0 3 2 0 0 5
Maghreb Leader 0 4 0 0 1 5
Islamic Monarchy/Legitimate 
Monarchy
0 4 0 1 0 5
Educated 0 4 0 0 1 Aspirational 5
Brave 0 1 1 0 1 4
Sunni 0 4 0 0 0 4
Liberal/Progressive 0 4 0 0 0 Aspirational 4
Backwards/Behind/Not Modern 1 2 1 0 0 Berber(1) 4
Relationship with West 1 3 0 0 0 Significant 
Other
4
Determined/Dedicated/Persistent 0 2 1 0 0 Aspirational 3
African 0 2 1 0 0 3
Rigid Society 0 1 2 0 0 3
Moroccan Sahara 0 3 0 0 0 3
Illiterate 0 3 0 0 0 3
Divided/Polarized 0 3 0 0 0 Aversive 3
Urban/Urbanizing 0 3 0 0 0 3
Human Rights 0 3 0 0 0 3
Family Focused/Community 1 1 1 0 0 3
Racist (against dark skin) 1 1 1 0 0 3
Helpless/Trapped 0 0 3 0 0 Aversive 3
Totals 11 289 39 11 10 361
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APPENDIX B: Coding Examples Early 1980s 
 
EXAMPLE 1- NOVELS: The Flutes of Death, Driss Chraïbi, 1981, page. 11 
 
 There's a huge difference between our colonized forefathers and the free beings that we 
are«  
National Independence came and with it the new generation regained its dignity.  
 
TWO Identities coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Free (positive) 
2) Dignified (positive)  
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Free + 1 
Dignified + 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 2- FILMS: Blood Wedding, Souheil Ben-Barka, 1977.  
 
 GUoom¶V MoWheU: ³Moroccans are strong Ze hold oXU headV XS.´ 
 
ONE Identity coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Strong (positive) [Could be potentially labeled as prideful as well] 
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Strong + 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 3- SONGS: Laayoune Ayniya, Jil Jilala, 1976.  
 
 « 
LeW¶V Zalk in SalmV of VafeW\ 
 The God, the Prophet, and Quran are with us 
 « 
 He\, iW¶V foU m\ coXnWU\  
 Sir 
 IW¶V foU m\ coXnWU\ 
 
TWO Identities coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Islamic Society (positive) 
2) Patriotic (positive) [note that this is also sacrificial and could be coded as such] 
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Categories Valence TOTAL 
Islamic Society + 1 
Patriotic + 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 4- SPEECHES: ³King HaVVan¶V 19Wh AnniYeUVaU\ AcceVVion Wo Whe ThUone´, King 
Hassan II, March 3, 1980.  
 
We reaffirm again that the desert is our desert« The\ WUied Wo aWWack our Muslim 
Monarchy. 
 
TWO Identities coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Western Sahara leader (positive) 
2) Muslim Monarchy (positive)  
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Western Sahara leader + 1 
Muslim Monarchy + 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 5- NEWSPAPERS: January 25, 1980, Libération  
 
Defense of our territorial integrity in the first place and our interests as Arabs and 
Muslims confronted by the Zionist enemy who occupies other Arab lands. 
 
THREE Identities coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Arab 
2) Muslim 
3) Anti-Zionism 
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Arab / 1 
Muslim/Islamic / 1 
Anti-Zionist + 1 
--- --- --- 
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APPENDIX C: Coding Examples Late 1980s 
  
EXAMPLE 1- NOVELS: Pg. 2: Jelloun, T. B., & Sheridan, A. (2000). The Sand Child. 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 
 
The strident noise of the badly recorded call to prayer emitted five times a day from a 
loudspeaker: no longer a call to prayer, but an incitement to riot. 
 
TWO Identities coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Islamic Society 
2) Protesting 
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Islamic Society  - 1 
Protesting / 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 2- FILMS: Interfilm, Farida Benlyazd. (1988). Bab Sama Maftouh. 
 
 The QXU¶an exists so that we can use the intuition God gave to us to apply to today. 
 
ONE Identity coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Modern Islam 
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Modern Islam + 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 3- SONGS: Cheb Mami. Douha Alia. 1990; Morocco. 
 
 They took her away  
 The police 
 They brought the car  
 They brought the police car 
 
TWO Identities coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Protesting 
2) Anti-government  
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Protesting + 1 
Anti-Government / 1 
--- --- --- 
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EXAMPE 4- SPEECHES: ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREEN MARCH. (1979, November). 
King Hassan Speech. Rabat. Retrieved from AP Archive. 
 
They tried to attack our Muslim Monarchy 
 
ONE Identity coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Muslim Monarchy 
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Muslim Monarchy + 1 
--- --- --- 
 
EXAMPLE 5- NEWSPAPERS: (1990, November 15) al-ittihƗd al-shtirƗkƯ: jarƯdah yawmƯyah: 
Casablanca.  
 
As well as it violates rights, human beings deserve these rights, this is essential to being a 
Moroccan. 
 
ONE Identity coded (& entered into spreadsheet):  
 
1) Human Rights 
 
Categories Valence TOTAL 
Human Rights + 1 
--- --- --- 
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